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1. Preface 
(1) In Japan belonging to not common law， but civil law countries， 
there are many statutes or written laws (laws of Parliament) in al the 
fields of law. Her legal system quite differs from those of common 
law countries. 
Therefore， more than one subjects on“Foreign Law" are usually 
open to law students in any undergraduate course of law school in 
Japan， though as an optional subject， which， of course， can be included 
into the total units or points necessary for their graduation. Above 
al， the subject of“Anglo-American Law" is without fail available to 
students every year. 
The reason is that the necessity for university to teach the stud-
ents and let them understand the legal system and law of common law 
countries， especially American law， has been remarkably increasing 
since the end of the World War ]for the following reason:ー
① the introduction of American legal system and theories into 
Japanese law， above al in the fields of commercial law， economic 
law and administrative law， not to say constitutional law. 
② the usefulness of American legal knowledges for students who 
hope to be engaged in business as well as legal practices in their 
future. 
③ thr academic necessity of comparative studies for understanding 
Japanese legal system itself and improving or developing it eff-
ectively. 
(2) As far as domestic law is concerned， generally speaking， there 
are two kinds of law which can be definitely divided: one is public 
law， and the other private law. A number of statut巴s，of course， are 
included in the each field of law. lt， however， should be noted that 
this distinction or division of law is not only ci.ue to the convenience 
on pursuit or lecture， but that it means that fundamental principles 
and legal theories are quite different between these two laws. 
The former could be said to be so-called “vertical legal regula-
(4 ) 
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tion，" which means the regulations with exercise of public powers by 
the government to his people for the purpose of realization of the 
intended polices; to the contrary the latter could be said to be so-
called “horizontal legal regulation，" which means the regulations over 
mutual relationship among citizens， the purpose of which consists 
mainly in making adjustment of conflicting interests in the civil 
society on the proposition that each person should be allowed as much 
autonomie in his judgement and activities as possible， because it is the 
realization of this purpose that leads to“justice in the sense of law 
(~legal justice)" which means“equality in the civil society." 
1n the field of public law， even though in common law countries， 
a lot of acts have recently been enacted as statute (law of Parlia-
ment) ， inparticular in the area of administrative law including the 
economic law， labour law and other social law etc. 1t could be 
said that this is a common tendency in almost al civilized countries 
to some extent， whether in civil law countries or in common law 
countries， which accords with the unavoidable expansion of administ-
rative powers of each government on ground of the ever increasing 
demands from his people， such as“consumer protections" in many fields. 
When turning our view point to private law， however， itcan be 
found that there exists a great difference between common law coun-
tries and civil law countries: in al common law countries “common 
lawヘthatis， judge-made law or judicial law is the major law source 
by which al mutual relationship among citizens can be legally regu-
lated very well， though these countries traditionally have other special 
field of law controlled by so・called“law of equityぺsuchas the law 
of trust. To the contrary the major source of law in civil law coun-
tries is a statute or written law: in these countries the legal regula-
tion against aIl the matters concerned with civil lives in the society 
or the community are usually being made by the two major kinds of 
statutes (positive law) which were previously enacted by the Parlia-
ment: one is“Civil Code" (ゆburgerli託che白sGesetzbuchく←=BGB)or‘Mi泊n-
pδt旬enが， i加nJapanese) and the other iぬs
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gesetzbuchく=HGB>or‘Shohδten' in Japanese)-civil proceedings are 
not inc1uded in these two codes and regulated by other civil procedual 
acts which are procedual law， not positive law. 
It would not always be correct， nay incorrect to use English words 
“Commercial Code" as the expression of the HGB in German law or 
the Shohoten in Japanese law， because， as stated in the next chapter， 
this English expression does not mean， nor convey the true contents 
of these codes in civil law countries. 
For example，“the Uniform Commercial Code" (=UCC)， as you 
know， was enacted as a model code (final draft) in the United States 
of America in 1969， which has become a state law in al states up to 
now， but this Code does not mean the HGB or Shoho・ten，because the 
Code includes a cosiderable number of provisions which should have 
been prescribed in their nature in the BGB or Minpふten;that is to 
say， itcan be said to be a mixed code which is composed of partly the 
provisions of BGB and partly the provisions of HGB. Moreover， the 
difference between “the Commercial Code" or“the Commercial Law" 
in English and “the HGB" in German or“the Shoho-ten" in Japanese 
is not restricted to the contents of provisions included in it， the more 
important difference consists in the fundamental way of legal thinking 
and the attitude toward law， which are to be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
(3) This paper aims at c1arifying the legal institutional poition of 
“Commercial Law" as the major half of private law through the study 
on the legal concept， the peculiarity and the legal area of it， and thus 
giving some help to foreign students for their understanding of 
Japanese private law， especially the commercial law. 
n. Expansion of Public Control toward 
the Area of Private Law 
-from Private to Public Law-
As stated above， inthe field of private law are there two major 
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codes， by which every aspect of civil life is regulated， and both of 
them have each different regulating areas. One is the Civil Code 
called “general law" (~Ippan-hδ) ， and the other is the Commercial 
Code called “special law" (~Tokubetu-hδ) against the general law. 
The Civil Code is a fundamental and comprehensive code (statute) 
which includes detailed provisions as to al rights and duties or obliga-
tions of a natural person， a partn巴rshipor a non-profit body corporate. 
This general law is composed of four major parts: the first is the 
provisions of the general legal rules as to the legal abi1ity of a man 
or an association， the effect of a legal transaction etc.， which is called 
“Sosoku" ; the second includes the provisions as to the acquisition， 
transfer， and extinguishment of various real rights， such as goods， real 
estate， ownership， possession， mortgage or collateral etc.， which is 
called “Butuken-ho": the third contains provisions as to various kinds 
of claims， including claim for damage by torts or defaults， which is 
called “Saiken-hδ"， and this part is so large in its extent that it can 
be usually divided into two sections， one of which is the general rules 
commonly applicable to al kinds of claims， and the other of which is 
the special rules applicable only to each kind of claim; the fourth is 
the field of family law， including al provisions as to family life， 
such as marriage， divoce， parent-children relationship， property relation 
between husband and wife， son-in-law and will etc.， which is called 
“Shinzoku・sozoku-ho".In ShOl t， the Civil Code (~“BGB" or“Minpo-
ten勺 incivil law countries is an al-inclusive statute enacted by the 
Parliament on the assumption of three major fundamental principles 
under the influence of modern legal thought， that is，“freedom of con-
tract"，“inviolability of ownership" and “no liability without faults，" 
and the area or extent to be applied is so wide as to cover al the 
aspects， ifa legal subject is a natural person， from his birth to death 
and in some cases to post death， and if it is a body corporate or other 
association， from the establishment to the winding-up or liquidation. 
From the above mentioned it could be easily understood why the 
Civil Code (~BGB or Minhδ-ten) is called the "general law" in thesel 
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civil law countries. 
Even this modern Civil Code， however， has come to be confronted 
with severe criticisms since the late nineteenth century or the early 
twentyth century， because it was“a formal equality" under the law， 
never“a substantial equality" which it sought to secure. A legal subject 
whom the modern Civil Code (or the civil law) assumed at the time 
of legislation， was“a typical man" in the legal sense or“an equal 
man with the same quality (or ability)ヘbutthe advancement of 
changing civil society has proved that there never exists in reality 
such an equal man with the same quality or ability， and that this 
“formal equality" especially on the assumption of the principles of 
“the freedom of contract" and “no liability without faults" have done 
little， nay rather have done not a little harm to the public economic 
welfare. Thus， the applicable area of this civil code has been gradually 
to a considerable extent restricted by new legislations， which aim at 
the realization of“the substantial equality" forgotten for a long time， 
for example，① the Labour Union Act for the protection of labourers， 
② the Anti-monopoly Act & Unfair Trade Peactices Act for the 
maintenance of free market economy to protect the public interests， 
③ the Unfair Representation & Sales with Unfair Gifts Act， the Special 
Sales of Goods Act， the Installment Sales Act， the Money-lenders Act 
and the Banking & Insurance Act for the protection of consumers， and 
④ the Securties and Exchange Act for the protection of present and 
future shareholders etc. These new legislations (statutes) are al 
dministrative laws with exercise of governmental powers， including civil 
(without negligence) and criminal responsibilities against the violation. 
As stated above， these acts would be no more private law， but public law. 
This is the case in the field of the Commercial Code as one of 
private law， too. At any rate many new legislations， the purposes of 
which consist in the public control toward economic activities in the 
civil society from the view point of the national econnmic policies， 
overlap the proper legal area of private law to a considerable extent. 
Here a serious problem rises if an act is invalid or not， when it is 
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in breach of some provision of one of these new statutes， even though 
it doesn't violate any provision of the Civi1 Code or the Commercial 
Code. This is a very important question which exits in the intersection 
of private law and public law. For example， ifa price-agreement is 
made among enterprises doing the same kind of business in a relevant 
market， such an agreement as would substantially restrict the competi-
tion in the market against the public interest constitutes a violation of 
!}3 (unfair restraint of trades) of the Anti-monopoly Act， and therefore 
the Fair Trade Commission must order these enterprises concerned to 
abrogate it by the Commission's decision. The question is if a contract 
made at such an il1egal price agreed between these enterprises and 
buyers is simaltaneously invalid or not. 
In this regard， there are two major opinions: one is an opinion 
insisting on the validity of such a contract， in which the safety of 
transaction should be thought much of， and such a violation would be 
enough remedied by an administrative order by the Commission to get 
rid of it， -this is the majority opinion including the Supreme Court; 
the other is an opinion insisting on the invalidity of it， which is stil1 
prevai1ing， and the major theoretical ground of which is that the 
realization of the Act's objective would， otherwise， be impossible. My 
opinion is that the latter is better and reasonable， because the public 
interest which means ultimately the protection of consumer's interest 
should be preferential to the safety of transaction (See Kato， R.“The 
Ilegality of Binding Deposit of Money and the Effect of Violation in 
Private LawヘKoseトTorihikiNo. 325くSpecialIssue> 1977). 
I. Classification of Law 
The commercial code or law is said to be ‘special code or law" 
against the Civi1 Code or civi1 law in civi1 law countries. Before the 
explanation of the reason why the commercial law is a special law it 
is necessary to know how different the c1assification of law is between 
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civil 1aw countries and common 1aw countries. 
1. Classification of Law and Commercial Law 
1) C1assification of Law in Common Law Countries 
Generally speaking， the classification of 1aw in common 1aw coun-
tries cou1d be said to have been made main1y due to the necessity of 
convenience in 1ectures at universities， not due to the substantia1 
grounds on which a kind of 1aw cou1d have its own proper 1ega1 area 
and a1so shou1d have a common idea or common fundamenta1 1eading 
princip1es (discussed in the next chapter) availab1e through out the 
who1e area. This seems to be attributed to the following reason: the 
deve10pment of 1aw in common 1aw countries means a history or tran-
sition of so-called “jurisprudence of interestsぺthatis， what an interest 
shou1d be protected by the 1aw， and therefore， itis a matter of great 
importance in these countries what kind of interest the 1aw shou1d 
protect， rather than what kind of 1aw an interest to be proteted shou1d 
be10ng to. In other words， the 1aw in common 1aw countries has been 
so-called “functionally" deve10ped as“judicia1 1egis1ation" or“judge-
made-1aw" under the strong influence of“judicia1 supremacy" doctrine 
(further see Kato， R.， Free Market Economy and Anti-monopo1y Act， 
1977 pp.1l-20). Such a deve10pment of the 1aw， though great1y attrib-
ut巴dto the British philosophy empiricism， seems to have been an 
unavoidab1e way to which more civilized societies were destined at 
that time. The deve10pment of the 1aw means the ever-growing ex-
pansion of interests to be protected (from private to public interests) 
not on1y in a country with such a 10ng tradition of common 1aw 1ike 
Britain， but a1so in countries having adopted common 1aw like the 
United States of America and Australia. The classification of the 1aw， 
therefore， has been made very well on1y from the stand point of its 
functionality， inother words， the interests to be protected by the 1aw. 
As a natura1 consequence， itcan be said， the classification of the 
1aw has 1ess significance than that in civil 1aw countries. To take ex-
amp1es in connection with the object of this paper， the words “Com帽
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mercial Law" or“Business Law" are very often found as the title of 
a textbook or as a subject name of curriculum in a handbook of 
university. But under the s闘ametit1e or subject name 0ぱf
Lawザ"the contents are various and i加nmany cases are quite differ巴nt;
t旬othe c∞on此tr悶ar叩yunder the differ巴nttitle or name such a部s“Bu山i応si加ne閃s
Law"ヘ，“Mercanti1eLaw"， or“Banking and Negotiable 1nstrumentぺthe
real contents are in some cases the same as those of “Commercial 
Law". 1n short it depends on the judgement of an author of book 
or a lecturer what name he gives to his book or subject. At any rate， 
it is sure， these names are used as a kind of c1assification of the law. 
To take another example， it is only in the Uniform Commercial 
Code of the United States of America that the name of“Commercial 
Code" is used as a title of statute. Let us， therefore， refer to the 
contents of this Code and then examine the contents of some textbooks 
having various different titles. 
The UCC is composed of 10 artic1es;① General Provisions，② 
Sales，③ Commercial Papers，④ Bank Deposits and Collection，⑤ 
Letter of Credit，⑥ Bulk Transfers，⑦ Warehouse Receipts，③ Bi1s 
of Lading and Other Documents of Title，⑨ 1nvestment Securities 
and ⑮ Secured Transactions. This Code may be said the only alト
inc1usive code in common law countries， which regulates not only 
commercial transactions themselves， but also mediums or instruments 
necessary for doing businesses. 1n case of text books their tit1es ar巴
various， but most of them are titled “Commercial Lawぺbutsome-
times “Business Law" or“Mercantile Law". 
As stated above， the c∞O∞n此te叩nt飴s0ぱfbooks titled 
are not always the s回ame.Let us pick up the contents of a book (H. H. 
Mason， L. G. Priddle， K. L. Fletcher， Cases on Commercial Law， Law 
Book 1978):①Contract，②Agency，③Negotiable 1nstruments，④Sales 
of Goods，⑤ Partnership， @ Arbitration of Commercial Agreement， 
⑦ Guarantee and ③ 1nsurance. 
Another book with the same title has the follwings contents (Gor-
den J. Borrie， Commercial Law， Butterworths 1980):① Agency，② 
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Sales of Goods， @ Hire-purchase and Consumer Credit， and ④ Negoti-
able Instruments. 
Next， let us examine the contents of a book titled “Mercanti1e 
Law" (Kenneth Smith & Denis Keenan， Pitman 1981):① Law of Con-
tract，② Agency，③ Sales of Goods，④ Hire-purchase and Consumer 
Credit，⑤ Partnership，⑥ Registered Companies，⑦ Law Relating to 
Cheques，③ Bankruptcy，⑨ General Principles of Insurance Law，⑮ 
Guarantee and Indeminities and ⑪ Arbitration. Final1y let us pick up 
two books with the title of“Business Law":一
One has the following contents (Paul Latimer & CCH Editorial 
Staft， Australian Business Law， CCH Australian， 1984):① Introduction 
to Business Law，②Crime in the Business World，③Property，④Torts 
in the Business World，⑤ Formation of Contract， @ Operation of the 
Contract，⑦ Consumer Law，③ Trade Practices，⑨ Business Organisa-
tion，⑮Partnership，⑪Agency，⑬Business Names，⑬Business Finance， 
⑬Consumer Credit，⑬Bailment，⑬Cheques and Banking，⑪Insurance. 
Other books has the stil1 wider extent of contents;① Parliament and 
Government，② Colonies and the Commonwealth，③ the Courts，④ 
Nature of Contract，⑤ Terms of Contract ⑥ Matters Aftecting the 
Validity and Enforcement of Contracts，⑦ Operation and Assignment 
of Contracted Rights and Obligations，③ Discharge or Conc1usion of 
Contract，⑨ Quasi -Contracts，⑮ Torts and Crimes，⑪ Property，⑫ 
Industrial Property，⑮ Principal and Agent，⑭ Partnership，⑬ Com-
panies，⑬ Securities Industry，⑪ Supply of Goods and Services，⑬ 
Bailment，⑮ Business and Consumer Credit Secured and Unsecured， 
⑮Restrictive Trade Practices， @ Negotiable Instruments， @ Guarantee 
and Suretyship， @ Insurance， @Non-Commercial Succession to Property 
especially Executors and Trustees， @ Bankruptcy，⑮ Law， Society and 
Other Values (R. B. Vermeesch & K. E. Lindgren， Business Law of 
Australia) . 
It could be said from the above mention that“Commercial Law" 
or“Mercantile Law"， inc1uding the Uniform Commercial Code (U.S.A.)， 
though there are some variations， contains as minimum common items 
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the following eight sorts of laws:① Contract，② Agency，③ Sales of 
Goods，④ Negotiable Instruments，⑤ Partnership ⑥ Guarantee，⑦ 
Arbitration and @ Insurance， and that these laws are， ifroughly clas-
sified， regulations against commercial transactions themselves (such as 
Formation of Contract， Sales of Goods)， and against personal and 
materiallegal systems necessary for their performance (such as Agency， 
Guarantee， Negotiable Instruments， Insurance and Arbitration). 
The words，“Business Law"， to the contrary， has appeared as a new 
concept of law in accordance with the increasing necessity for a wider 
range of legal regulations against the economic activities as the econo-
mic society has higher advanced and developed. It is very natural， 
therefore， that“Business Law" has， as shown above， a much wider 
range of law in it. If the contents of this Law are examined in more 
details， itmight be said that in addition to the above mentioned range of 
commercial law some new kinds of laws which are regulations against 
business organisation， securities industry， consumer credit， bankruptcy 
and restrictive trade practices are included， and that these laws have 
so much concern with direct relationship between enterprises and the 
community that they include a lot of administrative and criminal pro司
visions in themselves. Especially Australian business law， itshould 
be noted， has the items of“Parliament and Government"，“the Colonies 
and the Commonwealth and the Courts"-this is peculiar to Australian 
Law. 
At any rate the word or expression of“law" in common law 
countries is a complicated word with many meanings， and therefore 
seems difficult for people of civil law countries to understand， but it 
might be possible to say that， ifthe concept of“common law" is 
excluded in that it means the way of law making and the whole system 
of this made-law， the word “law" usually used in the classification of 
law has two different kinds of meanings， one of which implies law or 
legal rules as to a specific restricted kind of legal action (for example， 
law of contract， law of agency， law of trust and law of torts)-this 
is the ‘law" in the narrower sense-， and the other of which implies 
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alトinclusiveor comprehensive law or legal rules (including statutes) 
as to a specific and wider range of actions including the linked actions 
(fox example， commercial law， business law， labour law， family law， 
consumer law etc.)-this is the “law" in the wider sense which is 
composed of a combined body of relevant several laws (including 
statutes). 
Apart from the above classification of law， the words，“public 
law" or“private law" are sometimes used， but this kind of division 
of law has less significance than the law classification in common law 
countries， because this means nothing but a mere conceptional division 
of law which has no practical importance or value. 
In short， the “law" in common law countries is functionally classi-
fied in the two ways as are stated above from the view point of“law 
of interest" meaning what kind of interest should be protected by the 
law， and such a classification of law is not absolute nor strict， but 
greatly in accordance with practical necessity or convenience in legal 
education. Accordingly， the concept of“Commercial Law"， or“Busi-
ness Lawヘforexample， isnot always to be the same， and it is a 
changable concept to an author of textbook or a lecturer of subject in 
universi ty. 
2) Classification of Law in Civil Law Countries， Especially in 
]apan. 
In civil law countries in which there is a systematic legal system 
of statutes (law of parliament) in al fields of law， generally speaking， 
the classification of law has been made analytically， not functionally: 
that is， as refered to， each classified or divided field of law has its 
own proper area to which common ideas or fundamental Ieading princi-
ples are applicable or available. In those countries any law could not 
be recognized as such without its theoretical grounds on which it can 
come into existence as an independent law. 
For example， the division of public law and private law is never 
based on practical or IegaI educationaI convenience only， but the reaso・
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nable theoretical grounds that private law is a legal system founded 
upon common fundamental principles or philosophy of“private auto-
nomieヘandto the conrary， public law is a legal system founded upon 
the governmental aim at or object of the direct realization of people's 
general welfares with the exercise of public powers. 
Of course， itseems to be sure that an increasing number of statutes 
belong to the intermediate group (so-called“the third group") nowa-
days， but most of them are the statutes for strengthening or expansion 
uf public control against enterpriers' economic activities or perfor-
mances for the purpose of ensuring more substantial equality and econo・
mic welfare， and greater physical security， such as the social law 
(Labour Act， Health Insurance Act， Employment Insurance Act， Em-
polyment Stability Act， Life Protection Act， Pension Act etc.) or the 
economic law (Anti-monopoly Act， Unfair Competition Prevention Act， 
Banking Act， Insurance Act， Stock Exchange Act， Installment Sales 
Act， Door-to-Door-Sales Act， Money-lenders Act， Patent Act etc.). 
These acts， therefore， could be said to belong to public law， especially 
as administrative law in its wider sense. 
Even under the usual division of public law and private law， each 
field of law can be moreover subdivided: public law is composed of 
constitutional law， administrative law containing a lage number of 
statutes， such as IncomeTax Act， Public Officers Act， National Finance 
Act， Police Act， Road and River Act， Public Nusance Act etc， and 
Criminal and Criminal Procedual Acts: private law is also composed 
of Civil Code， Commercial Code， Negotiable Instruments Act， Arbitra-
tion Act， Commercial Registeration Act and Civil Procedual Act， Civil 
Enforcement Act etc・-
It goes without saying that even in each field of these subbivided 
laws there must be its own speciality on which its existence and in-
dependence mainly depend， inaddition to the common principles of the 
field of law to which it belongs， whether public or private. 
Let the discussion here restrict to “private lawぺ
As stated above， the civil law including the Civil Code (=BGB 
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or Minpo・ten)is a comprehensive regulation against al the kinds of 
private legal transactions or actions (Rechtsgeschafte)， which includes 
quasi -legal actions， inthe civil society， and in this meaning the civil 
law can be called “general lawぺwhile‘commercial law" is called 
“special law". What is the speciality or peculiarity of commercial 
law? 
2. Defintion of Commrcial Law in Japan 
The answer to the above question has a much connection with the 
question of what “commercial law" is. Therefore， itwould be better 
to begin with the definition of the commercial law. In ]apan the con-
cept of“commercial law" is generally said to have two kinds of 
meanings just like constitutional law， criminal law or civil law: one 
is“commercial law in the formal sense of the word" which means the 
Commercial Code itself， composed of four articles with 851 sections 
and several independent statutes separated from the Code， and the 
other is “commercial law in the substantial sense of the word" which 
means the commercial law that is usually used， and the contents or 
the applicable extent of which are determined by the substantial social 
relationship irrespectively of the Commercial Code. 
1) Commercial Law in the Formal Sense 
“Commercial law" in this sense means the Commercial Code itself， 
that is， the existing Commercial Code and several independent statutes 
separated from the Code. It would be of much help for your under司
stading briefly to see the contents of the Code and special separated 
statutes: 
(a) The contents of the Commercial Code 
The article 1 contains the provisions of the following items as 
general rules (= Shδhδ-Sosoku) ; 
(16) 
Chapt. 1 Application of Code (~~ 1~3) 
Chapt. 2 Merchant (~~ 4~8) 
Chapt. 3 Commercial Registration (~~ 9~15) 
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Chapt. 4 Trade Name (~~ 16，.31) 
Chapt. 5 Commercial Bookkeeping (~~ 32，.36) 
Chapt. 6 Commercial Servants (~~ 37，.45) 
Chapt. 7 Commercial Agent or Factor (~~ 46，.51) 
The article 2 has the provissions of companies; 
Chapt. 1 General Rules (~~ 52，.61) 
Chapt. 2 Unlimited Partnership (~~ 62，.145) 
Chapt. 3 Limited Partnership (~~ 146，.164) 
Chapt. 4 ]oint-Stock Company (~~ 165~500) 
The article 3 has the provision of commercial transactions. 
Chapt. 1 General Rules Wl 501，.523) 
Chapt. 2 Commercial Bargain (~~ 524~528) 
Chapt. 3 Commercial Accounts Book (!3~ 529~534) 
Chapt. 4 Anongmous Association (!3!3 535~542) 
Chapt. 5 Brokerage Business (!3~ 543~550) 
Chapt. 6 Commission Business (!3 551"-'558) 
Chapt. 7 Transport Commission Agency (~~ 559~568) 
Chapt. 8 Transport Business (~~ 569~592) 
Chapt. 9 Bailment Business (~~ 593~628) 
Chapt. 10 Insurance (~~ 629~683) 
The article 4 has the provisions of maritime law， 
Chapt. 1 Ship and Shipper (!3~ 684"-'704) 
Chapt. 2 Crew (~~ 705，-，722) 
Chapt. 3 Marine Transportation (~~ 737~787) 
Chapt. 4 Average (Sea Damage) (~~ 788"-'799) 
Chapt. 5 Salvage (~~ 800~814) 
Chapt. 6 Marine Insurance (~~ 815~841) 
Chapt. 7 Ship Creditor (~~ 842，-，851) 
(b) Independent Statutes Separated from the Commercial Code 
Among these statutes the following are major statutes: 
① Bills of Exchange Act 
② Check Act 
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③Limited Company Act 
④ International Marine Transportation of Goods Act 
(c) Aopendix to the Commercial Code 
① Special Regulation to the Auditing of ]oint-Stock Company 
(2 April 1974， No. 22) 
② Temporary Regulation to the Maximum of Deventure Issue 
(27 May 1977 No. 49) 
From the above reference it can be found that commercial law 
in its formal sense， as dissussed in more details later， consists of the 
following four parts: 
① so-called “merchant" as a legal subject of enterprise， 
whether he is a peasonal proprietor or a body corporate. 
②“personal facilities" of merchant， that is， his commercial 
assistants such as commercial servants and commercial agents 
or factors. 
③“material facilities" of merchant， that is， business firm 
(main office or branch)， trade name and commercial account 
book etc. 
④“each kind of business" as commercial transaction to which 
the Commercial Code apply， inc1uding maritime business. 
2) Commercial Law in the Substantial Sense 
“Commercial law" in this s巴nse，as stated above， isdefined to be 
the “commercial law， the contents or the applicable extent of which is 
determined by the substantial social relations. The importance of the 
definition lies in the point that the legal boundary between commercial 
law and other laws， such as civil law or economic law can be drown 
by this. Therefore， the concrete contents or the applicable extent of 
“commercial law" in this sense can not but differ in accordance to 
the way in which it is defined. 
Though it is of great importance and much value to the study of 
commercial law in civil law countries what is “commercial law in 
(18) 
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the substantial sense，" there has been no consensus of opinion yet. 
Many precious discussions have been made about it up to now by many 
eminent professors of Commercial Law in German， France， Switzerland 
anc Italy (further see Tanaka， S.， Introduction to the Study of Com-
mercial Law， 37th ed 1985 pp. 2~7) ， and also in Japan under the strong 
influence of those discussions violent controversies have been carried 
on on this problem. In this paper only two prevailing opinions in Japan 
today are introduced， to both of which many academics usually adhere. 
(a) Theory of“Commercial Colour" 
This is the theory advocated by Professor Tanaka， K. (the former 
Chief Judge of the Supreme Court of Japan)， inwhich it is insisted 
that commercial law should be regarded as individualistic law with 
commercial colour， and a boundary between commercial law and other 
laws should be drown by the very character that legal facts have， in 
stead of their kinds or contents (see Tanaka， K.， An Out1ine of the 
General Rules of Commercial Law， revised ed. p. 7.). This opinion 
says that“Commercial Colour" can be typically found in speculative 
sales (cf. ~~ 501①，② Commercial Code) and means ultimately the 
collectivity and the loss of individual personality of such commercial 
transactions which can be deducted thereafter， and that it depends 
entirely upon this“colour" or characteristic whether commercial law 
is the substantial commercial law or not (see Tanaka， K.，“Commer-
cial Colour as a Method" included in the collection of themes and 
essays in commeoration of Professor Takeda's 70 years old， p.3f. 
1952)-this opinion is very difficult to understand and also has suffered 
many criticisms from other opinion (see Tanaka， S.， op. cit p. 7ff.) 
(b) Theory of “Enterprise Law" 
The second major opinion is the most prevailing and influential 
opinion called “Enterprise Law" theory (Kigyoho-riron) which was first 
advocated by Professor Nishihara， K.， and to which a great majority of 
scholars or academics of commercial law adhere today. This opinion 
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insists that the concept of commercial law in the substantial sense 
should be defined according to the concept of “enterpriseぺ Thevery 
opinion as to what is“enterpriseヘhowever，is divided: there are at 
least three major opinions， and a brief view of them would be helpful 
and useful for the understanding of ]apanese commercial law. 
The first is Prof. Nishihara's opinion and he is the first advocator 
of this kind of “Enterprise Law" theory. His opinion is that the 
commercial law in the substantial sense is a private law， and the object 
of the regulation is the living environments or relations peculiar to an 
enterprise， which means“an uniform and independent economic organiza-
tion， the purpose of which is to gain profits for the existence and 
development of the organization itself and its members through the 
economic activities planned and carried out with the intention of 
their continuity on its own responsibility， and which contributes to the 
national economy at the same time." (see Nishihara， K.， Treaties on 
]apanese Commercial Law. Vol. 1. p.18ff.) 
The second is Prof. Ishii's opinion: according to his opinion，‘en-
terprise means an uniform and independent economic unit which carries 
out profit-making activities with the intended continuity and planning 
in the way of capital accounting" (see Ishii， T.， The General Rules of 
Commercial Law， p.9f.). This is based upon the thought that the 
object of commercial law should be “enterprise itself in its abstract 
sense"， from which the real position and economic character of 
each enterprise in the economic order can be excluded (see Ishii， T.， 
op. cit. p.l0ff.). There are some criticisms to this opinion from 
others: this opinion threatens to make it impossible to understand the 
necessity for the development of the contents of commercial law， 
which is the natural result of exclusion from the economic order or 
history (see Nishihara， T.， op. cit. p. 26) or this opinion makes it 
impossible to understand the development of the contents of com-
mercial law in connection with the actual economic order in each age 
(see Ohsumi， K.， The General Rules of Commercial Law， p.38). 
The third is Prof. Tanaka(S.)'s opinion: this opinion definitely 
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limits the concept of“enterprise" to an enterprise in the sense of 
commercial law. According to this， commercial law in the substantial 
sense means“special private law" as a substantive law peculiar to an 
enterprise in the sense of commercial law， which includes “public law" 
having direct concern with the regulation against it.“Enterprise in the 
sense of commercial law" in this opinion means an independent 
economic unit with its own special equipments or organization， which 
supplies goods， economic benefits or services by the planned and con. 
tinuous investment of money and labour to gain uncertain profits. 
1 t is， of course， accepted by many academics adhering to“Enterprise 
Law" theory that the commercial law also includes the commercial 
public law having direct concern with the realization of private legal 
system. Public law means here the procedual law， the administrative 
law (such as Commercial Registration Act) and the criminal law (for 
example， criminal provisions included in Company Act). 
(c) Summary (my opinion) 
1 am also one of scholars thinking it correct or reasonable that the 
commercial law in the substantial sense should be ‘Enterprise Lawヘ
but my definition of “enterprise" is that of an uniform and independent 
economic organization which carries out its continuous economic 
activities with the intention of making profits or at least on a paying 
basis in the private economic order， and therefore it includes not only 
merchants prescribed in the Commercial Code (cf. s. 4， and 52 Comm. 
Code)， but also other economic organizations which can do business on 
the economic basis (at least on a paying basis) and to which economic 
activities the Commercial Code is applicable even if the organization 
itself cannot be qualified for a merchant (such as public enterprise). 
It goes without saying that most parts of the commercial law in 
the substantial sense are composed of private law peculiar to enter. 
prise， but the contents of it contain not only the Commercial Code and 
its special statutes， but also the commercial practice law and the com-
mercial case law (further see V). 
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It is questionable whether the Unfair Competition Prevention Act 
and public controls toward special kinds of commercial business， such 
as the Banking (Control) Act or the Insurance Business Act are in-
c1uded in the commercial law. Especially the latter is usually said 
to belong to the administrative law as public law， because it contains 
in itself no part of private law and is composed of only governmental 
regulations as“Economic Policy Law". These laws， therefore， should 
be distinguished from the banking transaction law or the insurance law 
regulating only contracts between parties concerned， to which the 
Commercial Code and the Civi1 Code should be applied. 
Recently， however， itis expounded from the view point of the 
“Enterprise Law Theory" that the governmental regulations against 
various kinds of businesses should be contained in the substantial com-
mercial law as a rule， because such regulations are useful and are 
necessary as literature to study special topics of the commercial law 
which has to deal wi th various kinds of commercial businesses， and 
they are so for the sound management of such enterprises， which can be 
distinguished from the national object， even if they belong to the 
administrative law as a part of public law (see Tanaka， S.， op. cit. 
p. 26). 
In this regard 1 would agree to this opinion， because such regula-
tions contain the protection of depositors or insurants， inother words 
a kind of consumer protection， asanother major factor， and also the 
substantial commercial law should be grasped functionally as widely 
as possible. 
3) Relationship with Other Fields of Law 
Only the relationship with the civil law and the economic law 
adjacent to the commercial law is here discussed. 
(a) Relationship with Civi1 Law 
The relationship with the civi1 law is generally accepted to be 
that between “general law" and “special law": as stated above， the 
Commercial Code is composed only of the provisions peculiar to com-
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mercial enterprise and its activities， which means that the general law 
covering al1 the fields of private law， of course， should be applied to 
such an enterprise and its activities as a rule， unless there are special 
provisions or rules applicable to them in the Commercial Code. In 
other words， the commercial law， especially the Commercial Code， it
can be said， isa chain of special provisions which have been enacted 
owing to the peculiarity and inedependency based upon the character-
istic (further discussed in the next chapter). For example， where 
there are in the Commercial Code some provisions as to contract， 
agency， bailment， guarantee， joint obligation， legal rate of interest， 
prescription， reward， depository， auction， fulfi1ment of obligation or 
compensatin for damage etc.， the general rules of which are al 
provided in the Civil Code， these provisions in the Commercial Code 
have preference to the general rules in their application to a special 
case-in short， the provisions in the Civi1 Code are supplemental1y 
applied only in lack of any special provision applicable to such a case 
in the Commercial Code. (further see V) 
(b) Relationship with Economic Law 
Regarding the concept or definition of “economi law" opinion is 
likewise divided， but the generally accepted opinion is so句called“Object 
Theory" (gegenstandliche Theorie)， which acknowledges economic law 
as an independent field of law on the grounds that it has its own 
object. Opinion also is divided on what the peculiar object is (further 
see Tanaka， S.， Introductin to the Economic Law， revised ed. 1978 pp. 
13-29). 
At any rate it could be said that“economic law" in the narrow 
sense of the word means a body of statutes which were enacted by the 
legislation for the purpose of the realization of the national economic 
polices and the major statutes of which are the Anti-monoply Act and 
its related statutes， and Public Utitities Act etc. 
Theobjective of economic law lies in the realization， maintenance 
and strengthening of the free competitive ecnomic order， inother words， 
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so-cal1ed “free market economy"， through the prohibition of monopoly 
and unfair restraint of trade， and the prevention from unfair methods 
of trading， and its final goal is to ensure the protection of the general 
consumer's interests (Cf. ~ 1 Anti-monopby Act， ~1 Unfair Gifts & 
Represention Act). 
The economic law， therefore， isquite different in its nature from 
the commercial law; the most part of it consists of the provisions 
for ① the pohibition or restriction of anti-competitive acts (~~ 3， 6， 
8， 9， 9-2， 10， 11， 13~ 17， 19， etc.)，② the administrative actions taken 
by the Fair Trade Commission (~FTC) (such as decision or order) 
against their violation (~~ 7， 7-2， 8-2， 3~4， 17-2， 20 etc.)， @ the FTC 
organisation and its powers (~~ 27 ~44) ，④ the procedures (~~ 45~70-2) 
and ⑤ civil and criminal liabilities (~~ 25，89， 100)， and it has the nature 
of admimistrative law. Economic law as wel1 as social law is general1y 
accepted to have its own independent legal area apart from so-cal1ed 
administrative law in the proper sense of the word. Though there is 
some opinion insisting that the Anti-monoply Act should be inc1uded 
in the substantial commercial law (see Ohsumi， K.， The general Rules 
of Commercial Law， p.55)， itdoes not seem to me reasonable. 
lV. Peculiarity and Independence of 
Commercial Law 
1. Fundamental Leading Princip1es of Commercial I~aw 
In civil law countries， as stated， each divided law has its own 
proper or peculiar and independent legal area. what matters here is 
the peculiarity and independence of commercial law. Just like othe1・
laws， the commerciallaw also has its own fundmental leading principles， 
in accordance to which the judicial interpretation of the Commercial 
Code or a new legislation (amendment or enactment of a new provision 
if necessary) should be made. They are general1y cal1ed “Legal Idea" 
(~“Hδ-no ・ Rinen").
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Then， what is the legal idea of commercial law? This “idea" can 
be expressed as“leading principles." The major leading principles 
which have been generally accepted in the field of commercial law are 
the following three， which， itis said， were already established at the 
age of“merchant law" applied only to merchants， when the commercial 
law was“the law of merchants， by merchants and for merchants." 
(further see Tanaka， S.， op， cit， pp. 39，.44). 
Though it is questionable whether these traditional leading princi-
ples are stil effective， they are generally accepted to be stil available 
in Japan. 
1) Unternehmen an sich 
This is a leading principle that an enterprise should be kept up or 
maintained through making its function easier， giving protection to it 
and providing facilities to its management， and it comes from the view 
that an enterprise has the very important function and status in the 
national and private economy. This thought was first advocated by 
Professor Muller-Erzbach in 1908. 
The real applications to the commercial law of this principle can 
be found in the following provisions:① transfer of business (s 24，. 
29， 127， 245 Comm. Code)，② merger (s 56， 98， 101，102，.105，108，.111， 
408，.409， 409，.416 Comm. Code; S 59，.60 Ltd， Co， Act)，③ change of 
organization (s 113，.115 Comm. Code; S 64 Ltd， Co， Act)， and ④ 
continuity of company (s 139， 162， 406 Comm. Code; S 70 Ltd; Co， 
Act) etc. 
2) Adjustment of Interests between Parties Concerned 
This is a leading principle useful for the reasonable solution of 
conflicting interests between an ent巴rpriseand its customers as well as 
between enterprises concerned. This principle is adopted into the 
commercial registration system， the purpose of which is to prevent 
from the occurrence of conflicting interests between parties concerned 
by the compulsory registration of important items， such as① forma-
tion of company (s 57， 64， 67， 149， 188， 149， 469 Comm. Code; S 13Ltd. 
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Co. Act)，② consolidation of company (!3s 57， 101， 108， 147， 414 Comm. 
Code; S 62 Ltd， Co. Act)，③ change of organisation (s 114， 147 Comm. 
Code; !366 Ltd， Co， Act)，④ trade name (!3 16， 63， 149， 166 Comm. 
Code; S 6 Ltd. Co. Act)，⑤ election and release of director (or liqui-
dator) or auditor (s 188， 430 Comm. Code; !313， 75 Ltd. Co. Act)，⑥ 
election and release of executive officer (!3 40 Comm. Code)， and ⑦ 
establishment and abolishment of office (!3 10， 64， 67， 149， 188 Comm. 
Code; !313 Ltd. Co. Act) etc. 
A brief discussion of the legal effect of such commercial registra・
tion would be of some help to understand the commerciallaw of ]apan: 
!3 12 of the Commercial Code provides that a matter reqiured to 
register shall not be able to set up against an innocent third party， 
unless it has been registered and its public notice has been given， 
except when some reasonable cause hinders a third party from knowing 
the matter even after the registration. 
This is called “the general legal effect of registration"; that is， 
commercial registration has two kinds of effects: one is a negative 
effect that a matter requested to register can not be set up against 
an innocent third party before its registration and public notice， and 
the other is a positive effect that it can be done after them. 
But this general effect is not available to the registratiol1 of 
special kind of matters， such as① transfer of trade name (s 24② 
Comm. Code)，② formation of company (s 57 Comm， Code)，③ con-
solidatin of company (!3 102， 147， 410 Comm. Code) etc. This is called 
“the exceptional effect" of commercial registration. 
The general effect is only the opposing reqiurement that a fact to 
be registered can be insisted against a mala fide third party， though not 
to a bona fide party， while the exceptional effect is the constitutive 
or creative effect that the registration gives birth to the legal effect of 
such a deed as the transfer of trade name， the formation of company 
or the consolidation of company-as to this effect there is no express 
provision in the Commercial Code. Almost al matters to be registered 
belong to the former and only a few to the latter. 
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To the contrary， ifa false matter has been registered knowingly or 
negligently， or if a registered matter sti1l remains in the register in 
spite of its disappearance， the person who made the registration can 
not insist on the falseness or the disappearance of such a matter 
against a fona fide third party (s 14 Comm. Code)， because this is 
for the protection of innocent parties who rely on the public notice by 
registration， and a case of the application of so-called “estoppel by 
representation" or“Rechtsscheintheorie." S 15 of the Commercial Code 
therefore， demands a person responsible for registration to register a 
change or disappearance of the registered matter immediately when 
i t has taken place. 
3) Safety and Rapidity of Commercial Transaction 
The safety of commercial transaction is in its nature a little 
different from the rapidity of such transaction， though there is a 
mutual interr巴lationshipbetween both， so separate discussion would be 
better for your understanding. 
(a) Safety of Commercial Transaction 
Many examples to which this princeiple has been applied in the 
commercial law may be found in the statutory interpretation as well as 
in the provisions of the Commercial Code. Before we enter the prac-
tical explanation it is seems necessary to make it c1ear what the 
safety of rommercial transaction is， because otherwise this principle 
could not be understood. 
It is a general rule in the civil law that al transactions subsequent 
to a legal transaction (such as a contract) (~Rechtsgeschäft) should 
be void if it is nvalid owing to the defective dec1aration of intention， 
the reprentation or agency without power or other non-fulfillment of 
valid requisit-of course with some exceptions (s 94②， 95②， 96③ 
109， 110， 112 etc. Civil Code). This general rule is called “voluntarism 
in legal transaction." Such exceptions to this rule are provided even 
in the Civil Code for the protection of a bona fide party on the ground 
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of the safety of civil transaction， which is called “representationalism 
in legal transaction"， meaning that those who rely on the representation 
made by others should be protected by the law-this is only an ex-
ceptional rule in the civi1 law. 
(1) Rechtsschein or Estoppel (=Kenri-gaikan) 
This is one of the most important leading principles for the pro-
tection of commercial transaction and was introduced from “Rechts-
scheintheorie deutsches Handelsrechts" rather than the estoppel doctrine 
of English law. But this doctrine seems to be generally applied in 
]apan to the wider extent than in Germany (see Kato， R.， Das Recht 
deutsches Wertpapiere (2) Entstehung des verbrieften Rechts， Nanzan 
Law Review vo1.7 No. 3-4 1984) and is a principle that those who 
cause an appearance of a right in the way how they should be rerponsible 
for it can make no defense of non-existence of such a right against a 
third party who relies upon the appearance (a bone fide third party). 
Many privisions based on this principle may be found in the Com-
mercial Code:一
(i) Liability Imposed on a Name-Lender 
~ 23 of the Commercial Code provides that anyone who permits 
other person to use his fami1y name， given name， or trade name for 
the person's commercial business shall be jointly and severally liable 
for the debts or obligations incurred from it to a person who deals 
with him by mistaking him for the proprietor. This is a special 
liability imposed on a name-lender， who ow巴sno legal obligation for 
the name borrower's transaction， for the protection of a bona fide 
third party in the commercial law. 
The requirements for this liabi1ity consist of the following:一
① name-lending for the commercial business of a name-
borrower 
② exprees or implied permission by a name-lender 
③ a third party's misunderstanding or mistaking 
An important point in question is whether a third party's mis-
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understanding， ifit is based on his negligence， isworthy of this pro-
tection or not. A great majority of opinion is that the application of 
~ 23 should be excluded if his misunderstanding is based on“gross 
negligenceヘbecausei t isnearly equal to knowingness or mala fides and 
unworthy of the protection. 
(i) Liability Based on the Existence of a Apparent Fact 
in the Commercial Law 
Although there are in the Civil Code some provisions of liability of 
this kind (sec ~~ 109， 110， 112 Civil Code) ， provisions in the Commercial 
Code are in their nature different from those in the Civil Code: in the 
Civil Code， where， as stated， the voluntarism is the prevailing fund-
amdntal principle， these kinds of liabilities are only exceptional and so 
the reqiurements are more strict than those in the commarcial law， 
while in the commercial law， where much greater safety of transaction 
needs to be secured， these kinds of liabilities are not exceptional， and 
must be rather general， so their reqiurements are distinctly lightened. 
A) Apparent (de facto) Chief Executive Manager 
A commercial employee with a title to his name indicating a posi-
tion of“chief executive manager" in a business office is regarded to 
have the same power as a manager of ~ 38 (Commercial Code) ， which 
provides that a fully authorized commercial employee (manager) has 
comprehensive power in regard to a specified business in place of his 
proprietor (~42 Comm. Code). 
This provision is for the protection of the other party with whom 
such an apparent (de facto) executive as a mere manger having no 
legal comprehensive power deals. 
Though in the Civil Code a similar provision is provided to protect 
the other party in this case (~109 Civil Code)， the applicable type of 
act is especially fixed， and the other party with negligence can not be 
protected by this provision， so that his protection by this ~ 109 Civil 
Code is not enough in commercial transaction， because there are many 
cases to which ~ 109 Civil Code can not be applied， but in which th巴
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other party of a transaction needs to be protected for the safety of 
commercial transaction which has the peculiar nature (discussed later) 
different from civil transaction. Thus， the provision of ~42 Commer-
cial Code is a special provision enacted for this purpose， which 
attempts to standarize ~ 109 Civil Code， and to make the subjective 
requisit easier from “ordinary negligence" to“gross negligence." 
The requirements of ~ 42 are as follows:一
① existence of a business office in the sense of the commer-
cial law 
② use of a title indicating a position of chief executive 
manager by a commercial employee (=existence of external 
appearance) 
③ permission (exprss or implied) by a proprietor to make 
use of it (=cause for liability) 
④ bona fides or good faith of the other party (=reliance on 
the external appearance) 
The major requirements are②~④， and especially the fourth 
requirement is the other party's subjective requisit. 842 is not applied 
if his bona fides or good faith is due to his gross negligence. 
B) Apparent (de facto) Representative 
8 262 of the Commercial Code is also a special provision as to an 
apparent (de facto) representative of joint-stock company， which was 
enacted for the same reason as ~ 42. 
A representative of joint-stock company who is elected by the 
resolution of the board of directors (8261 Comm. Code) has com-
prehensive power of the company's business which can not be restricted， 
and the extent of which is fixed by the statute (~8 261②， 78 Comm. 
Code， ~54 Civil Code) (further see Kato， R.， The Law of Joint‘Stock 
Company， vo1.2 pp. 65-77). 
If a director (having no representative power) uses such a title 
to his name as makes others misconceive that he is a lawful represen-
tive， for example， president， vice-president， chief executive director， 
or managing director， the company must be liable for what he does 
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even if he has no such a pwer， to a bona fide third party (9262 Comm. 
Code). If a non-director such as a commercial employee does it， 9262 
is unalogically applied. 
The legal reguirements of 9 262 are as follows:一
① use of a title making others misconceive by a director 
or a commercial employee (servant)・(existenceof external 
appearance) 
② express or implied permission to use such a title by the 
company-(cause for making the company liable) 
③ bona fides or good faith of the other party-(reliance on 
the external appearance) 
S 262 is not applied when other's bona fides is due to his gross 
negligence， because it is not worthy of the protection just as mala 
fides. (further see Kato， R.， op. cit. Vol. 2 pp. 111-139) 
c) Other similar liabilities 
Other similar kinds of liabilities are as follows:一
① S 83， 147 Commercial Code (liability of a self-styled 
partner of unlimited or limited partnership) 
② S 198 Commercial Code (liability of a false promoter of 
joint stock company 
③ S 32Limited Company Act (de facto representative of 
limited company) 
(2) Doctrine of “Relative Voidance" 
If a commercial transaction is in violation of any provision in 
the Commercial Code， what is the legal effect of such a transaction? 
Some provisions provide for the legal effect in such cases， but many 
provide for nothing about it， and so it depends on the general rule of 
the civil law. Of cousse it goes without saying that， when a violation 
of a proviesion in the Commercial Code constitutes at the same a breach 
of some special duty imposed on the performer， the special legal effect 
is usually prescribed in the Commercial Code， such as S 41 (duty of 
comprehensively authorized manager)， S 48 (duty of commercial agent)， 
(31) 
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874 (duty of partner of unlimited partnership)， @254-1O (duty of 
loyality of director)， !i 254③ (duty to exercise a due care and skill)， 
!i 264 (duty of director to avoid competitive act in business)， !i 265 
(prohihition of transaction between director and company)， !i266 
(director's liability to the company)， @ 266-3 (director's liability to the 
third party) etc. 
Th巴generallegal effect of some violated act， transaction or duty 
is subject to the general rules of the Civil Code. While the breach of 
a duty or an obligation gives cause to the compensation of damages 
(!i 415 Civil Code)， the violated act or transaction would be void or 
voidable and also its voidance could be insted on to anyone， at any time 
and in any place in accordance to the general rule (!i 113 Civil Code)， 
so that other act or transaction subsequent to it also would be void as 
a rule. For example， when an approval of the board of directors is a 
requisite necessary for a transaction to be effective， itwould be void 
to do it withont such an approval requested， so the company would be 
able to insist on the voidance not only to the direct other party， but 
also to any other party. The application of the general rule to com・
mercial transaction like this would be against the safety of trancaction 
that is a fundamental leading principle of the commercial law. 
Thus， a great majority of opinion including the Supreme Court in 
this regasd is that the insistance of voidance should be Iimited to the 
other party who is mala fide or innocent with gross negligence at 
least in the field of the commercial law. This opinion is called 
“doctrine of relative voidance." 
However， the contents of this doctrine is not always the same， 
and there are some variations in its practical application. 
The follawing are the major cases to which this doctrine may be 
applied:ー
(i) transaction without a resolution or an approval of the board 
of directors 
Where it is provided in the Commercial Code that a resolution or 
an approval of the board of directors is necessary for a director to do 
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some kind of act or transaction， such as① the disposition of a 
property important to the company (~261 ②) ，② the transaction bet-
ween a director and his company (~265) ，③ the issue of new share 
certificat巴s(~280-2) or④ the issue of deventures (~296) etc.， suppose 
that a director does such an act or a transaction without it. In this 
case， ifsuch a resolution or an approval is a requisite for the 
effectiveness of it， itis void to the company， so that the other in-
nocent party may incur the unexpected damages from it as a natural 
result. But it is clear that such a result is undesirable to the safety 
of a commercial transaction. The most reasonable solution in this 
case would be the adjustment of both parties's interests: on one side 
the interest of a company which could be protected by the restriction 
of director's power， and on the other side the other party's interest in 
the expectation or reliance that such an act or a transaction should 
have be巴ndone lawfully. 
The above mentioned doctrine of “relative voidance" would be the 
only reasonable solution of this problem. In accordamce to this doctrine 
the company would not be allowed to insist on the voidance of such 
an act against the other party， unless his mala fides or gross 
negligence in innocence could be proved by the company; so that a bona 
fide thrid party could be enough protected (further see Kato， R.， op. 
ci t. vol. 2. pp. 173-180). 
(i) Restriction of Share Transfer 
Where a restriction is made on the transfer of share by the bye-
law of a joint stock company， that a shareholder shall not be able to 
transfer his share without the consent of the board of directors (cf 
~ 204 Comm. Code.)， suppose that a shareholder transfers his shares 
to a third party without it. Nothing is provided for as to the legal 
effect of such a violation in the Commercial Code. It is clear that such 
a transfer would be void between the company and the transferer， but 
would the legal relation between the transfeer and the trasferee 
naturally be void， too? Such a restriction of stock transfer is excep-
tionally permitted only for the protection of a company's interest. If 
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so， itwould be enough to say that such a transfer without the consent 
of the board of directors is void only in relation to the company， and 
it would not be necessary that it is likewise void between two parties 
concerned with the transfer. (further see Kato， R.， op. cit. vol. 1. pp. 
20-215). 
This is also one example in which a reasonable solution can be 
found by the doctrine of “relative voidance，" because if such a trans-
fer is absolutely void， the transferee's interest wi1l be heavily injured， 
especially when he is a mortgagee of the stock. This doctrine is 
clearly of much use for the safety of commercial tranraction. 
(3) Limitation of Defenses 
When a negotiable instrument (~Wertpapier) is drawn or made 
for the payment of the price and then transfered to a third party， 
can the drawee or the maker refuse to pay it if the contract underly-
ing the issue of draft or note is cancelled or void? 
This is a question of the limitation of personal defense between 
direct parties concerned. In ]apan a negotiable instrument such as 
draft， promissory note or check means“Wertpapier" different from 
the concept of“negotiable instrument" in common law countries， since 
it is a paper that a right or claim is embodied on. This kind of paper 
has the characteristics that it needs no cause for drawing or making 
(i. e. a abstract paper)， and that a right or claim embodied on the 
paper comes into existance by the very issue of paper (i. e. a creative 
paper). The limitation of personal defense in this meaning can be said 
to be a natural result from these characteristics of Wertpapier which 
is very artificial and technical only for the strengthening of the 
negotiabili ty of such papers. 
But this limitation is never absolute， because a drawee or maker 
can refuse the payment against a holder， so long as he can prove the 
holder's mala fides in the acqiusition of the paper (!l17 Bills of Exchange 
Act). The voidance of the legal relation between direct parties con-
cerned has no influence upon the effectivity of a paper itself， but it 
can be insisted as a defense only in the legal relation outside the paper. 
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(4) A Bona Fide Holder 
There is in the Civil Code a provision as to a bona fide or instant 
acquisition of goods， which provides that anyone who begins taking 
possession of goods in good faith and without negligence shall instantly 
acquire a right which he can exercise to the goods (!i 192 Civil Code). 
This provision is applicable to al kinds of goods including an obligation 
to bearer， except real estate (!i 86②，③ Civil Code). 
To the contrary， inthe Commercial Code is there a special pro-
vision as to a bona fide holder and the method of transfer of negotiable 
instruments (commercial papers) for the protection of negotiability 
(!i 519 Comm. Code)， which applies provisions corresponding to ~~ 12-14 
② Bills of Exchange Act and ~~ 5②， 19， 21 Check Act. As to share 
certificate another provisions (~~ 205， 229 Comm. Code) are provided 
and especially ~ 229 (a provision for a bona fide acquisition of share 
C巴rtificate) applies a provision corresponding to ~ 21 Check Act (a 
provision for a bona fide acquisition of check). 
At any rate， as to bona fide acquisition of commercial papers in 
the commercial law special amended provisions are prescribed in the 
Commercial Code， the Bills of Exchange Act and the Check Act. It is 
the main reason for the amendment like this why the subjective 
reqiurement for instant acpuisition of goods provided in the Civil Code 
(~192 Civil Code) is so strict that little possibility of a bona fide 
acquisition of commercial paper might exist under such a general rule， 
unless the reqiurement of“in good faith and without negligence" were 
modified to“mala fides or with gross negligenceヘsothat the nego-
tiability of commercial papers might be heavily decreased or weakened. 
Thus， in the commercial law the requirements are amended as 
follows-
Ci) positive requirements 
① to acquire a paper in the lawful way of each kind of 
paper， such as delivery (bearer paper) or endorsement (order 
poper)， 
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② to have a formal qualification of possession of a paper， 
such as real possession or a continuity of endorsement， b匂y 
which a holder is regarded by the law to be “a lawful holder" 
③ t句oacquire a pa叩pe町rfrom a p戸er悶so叩nhaving no ownership 
to it， exc1uding an agent with no power or an incompetant 
person (a great majority of opinion)， 
(i) negative requirement (subjective requirement) 
④ not to acquire a paper mala fide or with gross negligence 
The above is the requirements of a bona fide acquisition of com-
mercial paper， and regarding the requirement of③， opinion is devided: 
a prevailing opinion insists that an agent with no power and an in-
competant as wel1 as a person having no ownership should be inc1uded. 
(5) Joint and Several Liabilities 
(i) Joint Liability Based upon Commercial Transaction 
In the civi1 law liability is personal as a rule， and if several 
debtors owe any amount of money to a creditor， each debtor must 
pay the equal amount of money to him except under a special agree司
ment (!3 427 Civi1 Code) ， but in this case there is a special provision 
in the Commercial Code， which provides that several debtors shal1 
have to bear joint liability of the debt which comes into existence 
from a commercial transaction (see VI. 2.) for one of them or them 
al1 (!3 511①， cf !350l，..，3 Comm. Code). 
And as to guarantee the general rule in the civi1 law is that it 
is subject and supplement to a main debt， so a guarantor is liable for 
his obligation of guarantee only when the main debtor does not or can 
not fulfil1 his debt (!3 446 Civi1 Code). This nature of civi1 guarantee 
al10ws a guarantor to make two kinds of defense; one is the defense 
of“urge" that he can claim a creditor to urge the fulfil1ment of debt 
to his guarantee， i.e. the main debtor (!3 412 Civi1 Code)， and the other 
is the defense of“prior compulsory execution to the main debtor's 
property" that a creditor must execute the main debtor's property 
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prior when a guarantor has proved that the debtor has the means 
enough to pay and it is easy to execute them (~453 Civil Code). 
But a special provision is prescribed as to“commercial guarantee" 
in the Commercial Code， and it reads that a guarantor shall be jointly 
and severally liable for the guarantee when he guarantees the debt that 
a main debtor owes from a commercial transaction for himself or 
when a guarntee constitutes a commercial transaction for the guarantor 
(see VI. 2. as to commercial transaction)， even if the main debtor or 
the guarantor owes his liability from each separate act (~511 ② Comm. 
Code). 
This kind of guarantee is called “commercial guarantee" and dis-
tinguished from the above civil guarantee for the safety of commercial 
tranraction， because it is absolutely necessary for the commercial 
safety that a creditor's c1aim should be made sure of by a guarantor's 
joint liability. 
(ii) Joint Liability of Directors 
A) Liability to Company 
A director of joint stock company or limited company is regarded 
as a person in charge of the management of the company， i.e. a man-
datary， to whom provisions of“entrustment" or“mandate" in the Civil 
Code are applied (~254 ③ Comm. Code， ~31 Limi ted Co. Act. ~~ 643~ 
656 Civil Code). ~ 644 of the Civil Code imposes on a director a 
general duty， providing that a mandatary shall be obliged to do what 
he is entrusted to with a due care and ski1 of a good custodian in 
accordance to th巴 objectiveof entrustment -this is called “a good 
custodian's duty of care" (Zenkan -chyui -gimu). 
On the other hand， inthe Commercial Code there is a special pro-
vision of another duty of a which is called “a duty of1oyality" (Chujitsu-
gimu)， which was adopted from American corporation law at the time 
of the radical amendment of Company Act (the Commercial Code) in 
1950 as a countermeasure against the wide expansion and strengthen-
ing of director's powers from the view point of the separation of 
management from ownership in modern enterprise. It is a very difficult 
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problem how the relationship between these two kinds of duties should 
be understood - the discussion in this regard is omitted here (further 
see Kato， R.， op. cit. VoI. 2 pp. 23~36). 
At any rate these two duties， whether the same or different in 
nature， are imposed on a director， and it is natural that he should be 
liable to his company for the damages caused by his breach of duties， 
but the general rule of the civi1 law is that a director's liability is 
as a rule a personal one which the director as violator himself must 
have only in case of some default or intention (mala fides) on his 
side (~415 Civi1 Code). But it should be said that this general rule 
is not enough to protect the interest of a company i.e. its share-
holders， because a director's liability should be much severer in 
proportion to his strengthened powers granted by the Act. Therefore， 
in the Commercial Code amended in 1950 a speciaI provision of “a 
director's liabi1ity to company" was enacted: ~ 266 is one of the most 
famous and important provisions in the existing Commercial Code， the 
distinguishing mark of which consists in the following point: it provides 
joint liability of not only several directors who violate some provision， 
but also directors who are regarded as violator on the basis of their 
approval or consent of the resolution in the board of directors when 
it is necessary for an act (~266 ② Comm. Code)， and who are regarded 
as directors in favour of the resolution among al directors taking 
part in it on the basis of their objections having not been fi!ed in the 
report of the board of directors (~266 ③ Comm. Code) ， and besides 
it provides that these liabi1ities can not be released without the consent 
of al shareholders (~266 ④ Comm. Code). 
Such severer director's Iiabilities aim directly at the protection 
of a company and its share-holders， but indirectly at the protection of 
present and future creditors of it， which leads to the safety of com-
mercial traneaction. 
The contents of ~266 are as follows:ー
(38) 
① when a director has produced a bi1 of unlawful stock 
dividends to the general meeting in the violation of ~ 290① 
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or has paid unlawful intermediate stock dividents in the 
violation of ~ 293-5 ③ (~266 ① 1 . Comm. Code). 
② when a director has given money or some other economical 
benefits to a share-holder in relation to his exercise of voting 
rights in the violation of 3 294-2① (3266① I. Comm. 
Code). 
③ when a director has lent money to other director (with 
the approval of the board of directors) (3266①皿.Comm. 
Code). 
④ when a director has made a transaction with the company 
for his own or a third person's sake (3266① N. Comm. 
Code). 
⑤ when a director has violated some provision of the Com-
mercial Code or the bye-law of company (3266① V. Comm. 
Code). 
Each item of the sub-section 1 of S 266 inc1udes difficult problems 
in the interpretation (further see Kato， R.， op. cit. vo1. 2 pp. 212~ 
236). The i tem 5 is said a provision for the general liabili ty of a 
director which is of course“liabi1ity with fault"， but the items 1， 3 
and 4 are generally said“liability without fault." The item 2 isa new 
provision added by the amendment in 1981， the purpose of which is to 
exc1ude the unlawful activity or high pressure of so・called“special 
shareholder." (Sδkaiya)， and i t isa question whether this is a strict 
liabi1ity or not (further see Kato， R.， op. cit. Vo1. 2 pp. 226~228). 
B) Liabi1ity to Third Party 
According to the g巴neralrule of the civi1 law no director is 
liable for damages to a third party except in case of torts， because 
he has no direct legal relation to such a third party. 
It， however， seems very unreasonable from the view point of the 
safety of commercial transaction that a director having such expanded 
and strengthened powers assumes no liability for the damages caused 
to a third party in course of his business administration except his 
personal torts， because especial1y in case of smal1 companies with weak 
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capital foundation the danger of indirect damages resulted from a 
comany's inabi1ity to pay owing to a director's negligence in his ex-
ecution is usual1y very high， and in such cases the company's creditors 
have little possibility to be paid. 
In the Commercial Code， therefore， a special provision as to a 
director's liability to a third party is provided for， and it reads that 
directors shal1 assume joint and several liability to a third party when 
they have violated some provision with gross negligence or with inten-
tion in course of their business administration (such as breach of their 
duties) (~266-3 ①)， and when they have made a false statement of 
important matters in such documents as subscription form for shares， 
prospectus， application form for deventure etc. (~266-3 ②). There are 
many conf1icting opinions on the legal nature of this kind of liabi1ity 
(further see Kato， R.， op. cit. Vo1. 2 269~289). A great majority of 
opinion inc1uding the judgements of the Supreme Court thinks it a 
special statutory liability which does not exc1ude liability of torts 
(~709 Civil Code)， and thinks that both liabilities are coincident as far 
as the requirements are satisfied. A great number of cases have 
recently been brought to court， in which creditors of smal1 companies 
(substantial1y a personal enterprise) bring suits against directors in 
order to recover so-cal1ed “indirect damages"， which result from the 
insolvency of these companies， under this provision (~266-3 Comm. 
Code). It， therefore， issaid that it has a function to substitute for the 
doctrine of“lifting the vei1 of corporation" in Anglo-Ameican law. 
(6) Commercial Agency 
The general rules of “agency" are provided for in the Civi1 Code 
(~~ 99~ 118 Civil Code). ~ 99 of the Code reads that a dec1aration of 
intention made by an agent within his power， with the indication of 
his principal shal1 be effective to the principa1. In short， there are 
two kinds of reqiurements necessary for the validity of agency in the 
Civil Code: one is the substantial requirement that any agency should 
be within the granted power， and the other is the formal requirement 
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which is composed of the following three elements:ー
① indication of a principal， 
② indication of qualification as an agent， and 
③ dec1aration of intention by the agent 
When the former is absent， what has been done by an agent would 
be void to his principal as the effect of“agency without power"， unless 
it has been ratified by the principal， even though the latter is satis-
fied (9113 Civil Code). To the contrary in case of the absence of the 
latter it would be likewise void even though the former is satisfied， 
but in this case there is a special relief provision that the dec1aration 
of intention by an agent without the indication of his principal shall be 
regarded as an act for his own sake， but when the other party knows 
or should have known that his act is for his principal's sake， itshall 
be valid to the principal (s 100 Civil Code). 
Agency in the Civil Code is generally called “civil agency"， which 
is based on the principle of“indication of principal's name." ln the 
business world not a few commercial employees usually omit indicating 
or expressing the names of their masters or companies to the other 
parties in real transactions， because in most cases they are in con-
tinous business relation with their customers and are enough familiar 
with them to omit indicating their master's name. 
If the general rules of civil agency were applied to such com-
mercial transactions， the safety or the protection of commercial 
business would be heavily spoiled. ln the Commercial Code， therefore， 
a special provision in regard to commercial transaction (further see 
vr.) was enacted. s 504 of the Code provides that an act or action， if
it is done for a principal by his agent， and it constitutes a com-
mercial transaction (see vr. 2.) for the principal， shall be valid to him， 
even if the agent does not indicate his principal's name， but the other 
party shall not be dirturbed from c1aiming the fulfil1ment to the 
agent himself when he knows nothing of who is the principal. 
This provision is based on the principle of “no need to indicate 
principal's name"， that an agent of commerc)al transaction， i.e. a 
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commercial agent has no need to indicate his principal's name because 
of the ordinary commercial practices in the business world， and by 
this the safety of commercial transaction can be secured. Under this 
principle a principal and his agent are separately liable for the debt (a 
kind of joint liability). 
(7) Allowance of Agreement to Dispose of a Pawned Article 
1n the civil law， from the view point of the protection of a 
pawner in the economically weak position he is prohibited from pro-
mising at the time of pawning or by an agreement prior to the maturity 
of the debt that a pawnee is allowed to take possession of a pawn or 
dispose of it in the way other than the statutory procedures (Cf. 9190 
Auction Act) in lieu of the payment of the debt (9349 Civil Code). 
There are two exceptions to this general rule: one is a special provision 
in case of “property-pawn"， which provides that a property pawnee shall 
be able to request court to apply the pawned property to the fulfi1l-
ment of the debt in base on the valuation of an appraiser as far as he 
has a due reason when his claim has not been fulfiled， and t也ha抗th巴shall
previously inform the debtor of his request to court in this cas巴 (9354
Civil Code): the other iぬsa special provision in case of “吋cla剖im-pawn"
in whi比cha pawnee accepts as a pawned article some claim (such as 
account receivable) that a pawner has to a third party， and it provides 
that a claim pawnee shall be able to collect the claim directly from 
the debtor (9369① Civil Code) ， that， ifthe claim is money， he shall 
be able to collect it only within the amount equivalent to his claim 
(9369② Civil Code) ， that， when a pawned claim becomes due before 
the claim to a pawnor does， a pawnee shall be allowed to make the 
third debtor to lodge the money to be paid with a deposit office， 
where the pawn is on the lodged money (9 369③ Civil Code) ， and 
that， ifthe claim is not money， a pawnee shall have a pawn on a 
thing he has received for the fulfillment (9369④ Civil Code). These 
exceptional provisions seem to be for the protection of a pawnee's 
interest in balance with a pawner's. 
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In the commercial law， however， without more protection of 
pawnees no safety of commercial transaction could be secured. There-
fore， 9 515 of the Commercial Code was enacted as a special provision 
of 9 349 of the Civil Code for this purpose， which provid巴sthat the 
general rule of the civil law (9349 Civil Code) shall not be applied to 
the pawn which is made in order to secure a pawnee's claim that comes 
into existence from a commercial transaction (see VI. 2)). 
(b) Rapidity of Commercial Transaction 
The characteristic of commercial transaction can be said to lie in 
the collectiveness and repetitiousness: that is， a merchant， whether he 
is a sole proprietor or a body corporate， usually deals with a great 
majority of non-specified customers and repeatedly. From this charac-
teristic come out the fundamental demands or requests for the simplifica-
tion and formulization of commercial contracts， the early settlement of 
commercial transaction and the early determination of legal relation. 
These are also the fundamental leading principles in the commercial 
law. The following ①~④ are the realizations of these principles. 
(1) Formulization of Contracts in Commercial Transaction 
This formulization of contracts， aswell known as“form contract"， 
has been prevailing for a long time especially in the fields of banking 
business and insurance industries， or marine insurance and transporta-
tion. These form contracts have been formulized in accordance to the 
general rules of the law of contracts in the Civil Code， and the long 
well established commercial practices in the business world most of 
which have been acknowledged as a kind of law source by the courts 
for a long time. Their contribution to the simplification and promptness 
of commercial transactions could not be denied. But as many new types 
of form contracts， most of which are formulated onsidedly by merchants 
and seem very harsh to the other parties (especially general consumers) 
in most cases， have appeared in the fields of commercial transactions 
including consumer credit sales and consumer loans， the legal validity 
of these contracts has come to be paid a great attention to， and above 
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aIl， an escape or abandonment c1ause contained in every form contract 
without fai1 in this field of trades has been brought to heavy criticism 
from the view point of so-caIled “consumer protection" or“con-
sumerism"， which asks for the realization of substantial equality of con-
sumer. Nowadays， some countries， such as the United States of America， 
the United Kingdom， France， Switzerland， Aust1ia and Australia have 
made a reasonable settlement by the enactment of the special com-
prehensive statute in the field of consumer credit， and other country 
such as Germany has made an indirect settlement by the enactmunt of 
a special statute (allgemeine Geschaftsbedingungs Gesetz< =AGBG>)， 
but in Japan no effective legislative settlement except a partial amend-
ment of the Instalment Sales Act and the Money-lenders Act has been 
made yet in spite of the huge amount of consumer credit trading， 
notwithstanding an aIlinc1usive legislation of consumer credits has 
been strongly insisted to be made as early as possible (further see 
Kato， R.，“Toward the Legislation of Consumer Credit Act in Japan"， 
Law and Policies No. 20 1983). 
At anv rate it is sure that the formulization of contract did 
greatly contribute to the simplification and pronptness of commercial 
transactions， but in the field of consumer transaction， inwhich on巴
party of a transaction is a consumer， such an unrestricted formuliza-
tion of contract should not be left to take its own course and be 
subject to a special statute or regulation. In this meaning the request 
for “consumer protection" could be included into one of白efunda-
mental leading principles uf th巴 commerciallaw. 
(2) Commercial Negative Prescription 
(i) Prescription (= Jikδ) 
The negative prescription is provided for in the Civil Code: it is as 
a rule 10 years in case of“c1aims" and 20 years in case of“other 
property rights" except ownership， though there are some exceptions 
where shorter period is provided， such as 5 years (H69 Civil Code)， 3 
years (!i 170， 171 Civil Code) ， 2 years (!i 172， 173 Civil Code) or 1 
year (fil74 Civil Code). The negative prescription of general c1aims 
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given birth to in usual commercial transaction such as bargain is 2 
years (~173 I. Civi1 Code). 
In the Commercial Code there is a special provision of the negative 
prescription of“claims based on commercial transaction"， which pro-
vides that such c1aims cease to exist in 5 years (~522 Comm. Code) 
except when shorter periods are provided for (for examples ~~ 316①， 
②， 566， 567， 786， 765， 766， 596 615， 663， 683 Comm. Code)， but when 
shorter periods are provided for in other statutes such as the Civi1 
Code (~~ 170 ~174) ， the Bi1s of Exchange Act， the Check Act etc.， 
the negative prescription is subject to them. 
Therefore， the kind of c1aims to which ~522 of the Commercial 
Code can be applied is limit巴dto c1aims based on an act or action 
associated with a merchant's business or operation (Cf. ~ 503<ancillary 
commercial transaction>， see V]. 2. 3)). In the Bi1s of Exchange Act 
and the Check Act each special provision of the negative prescription 
is provided for; in case of a draft or a promissary note the c1aim of a 
holder to the acceptor or the Iτlaker is extinguished in 3 years from 
the maturity date， the c1aim of a holder to the drawee (draft) and end-
orser (draft or note) is extinguished in 1 year， and the c1aim of an 
endorser to the drawee (draft) and other endorser (draft or note) is 
extinguished in half a year (six months) after the date of his redem-
ption of draft or note (~~ 70， 77 Bi1s of Exchange Act)， and in case 
of a check the retroactive right of a holder to the endorser， the 
drawer and other obligor is extinguished in half a year (six months) 
after the period of presentation and the retroactive right of a obligor 
who has paid to other obligor is extinguished in half a year (six 
months) after the date of his redemption of check (~51 Check Act). 
(i) Period for Exc1usion (=Joseki-kikan) 
There is another legal system similar to the negative prescription， 
which is called “the period for exc1usion." This is generally under-
stood as a system different in its nature from the. prescription， very 
similar as it is， because in this case the existence of a right can be 
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absolutely denied after the lapse of a statuory fixed period in base on 
the legislative poIicy， while the above mentioned negative prescription 
cannot be effective until it has been cIaimed by a obIigor - in short， 
the latter means only “a relative extinguishment of a right". But in 
recent times a new opinion has been insisted that no difference in the 
nature between both systems should be found - but this is not always 
a prevaiIing opinion. 
This system can be found inthe Commercial Code as folIows:ー
A) Transferer's Liability in Case of Business Transfer 
In the Commercial Code are there special provisions regarding a 
transfee's IiabiIity in the case of business transfer from the view point 
of the protection of a transferer's creditors， which can be said to be a 
IiabiIity based on so-calIed “estoppel doctrine" or“Rechtsscheintheorie". 
A transferee must be also jointly liable to a transferer's creditors 
for the folIowing debts: - this is a kind of joint liability which can 
be incIuded in the part of IV. 1. 3) (a)①. 
① alI debts or obligations which came into existence in rela-
tion to a transferer's business when a transferee makes con-
tinuous use of the transferer's trade name (~26 ① Comm. 
Code) ， except when he has registed soon after the taking 
over of the business that he has no intention to accept the 
transferer's debts (~26 ② Comm. Code) ， or 
② when a transferee has advertised for his acceptance of the 
debts which came into existence in relation to a transferer's 
business， even though he makes no continuous use of the 
transfer巴r'shis trade name (~28 Comm. Code). 
It is， of course， clear that the original debtor or obIigor in these 
cases is a transferer himself， but a transferee's liability is added to 
prot巴cta third party in reIiance on the external appearance or repres-
entation caused by him. 
Thus， as far as the protection of a third party or a transferer's 
creditor is secured， there is no more necessity that the transferer's 
liabiIity should stil exisit， so it is provided to be extinguished auto-
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matical1y and absolutely after the lapse of 2 years from the time of 
transfer or the advertisement， unless a c1aim or a previous notice of 
c1aim has been made within this period by his creditor (s29 Comm. Code). 
B) Right of Entry (=Eintrittsrecht， Kairiyu・ken)
When a comprehensively authorized commercial employee (s 38 
Comm. Code)， an unlimited partner (鈴70，147 Comm. Code) or a 
director (ss 260， 261 Comm. Code， ss 26， 27 Ltd. Co. Act)， who is 
under a legal obligation not to place himself in the competitive posi-
tion with his proprietor or company (ss 41， 74， 147， 264 Comm. Code: 
s 29 Ltd. Co. Act) breakes it， the prorietor or the company can c1aim 
damages against him as the infringement of so-called ‘obligation for 
bearance" (s415 Civil Code). But the damage in this case is often a 
kind of negative damage rather than a real one， which means the profit 
that could have been obtained without his breach， so it is very difficult 
for the propriator or the company to prove it. In addition， the main-
tenance of customers is also important to him or it (see Tanaka， S.， 
op. ci t. p.309). Therefore， the Commercial Code has a special provision 
for the protection of his or its interest， that， when his violation is for 
his own sake， the proprietor or the company shall be able to exercise 
a right of entry or an intervening right (Eintrittsrecht)， which means 
a right， by the exercise of which his transaction can be regarded as“for 
his or its own sake" (ss 41②， 74②， 147，264③ Comm. Code: S 29 L td. 
Co. Act) (further see Tanaka， S.， op. cit. 30: Kato， R.， op. cit. vol. 2 
pp. 140-153). This is a special right for the protection of a proprietor 
or a company. It matters here when this right is extinguished. The 
Commercial Code provides， on the other hand， inconsideration of the 
protection of the other party dealing with such en mployee， partner 
or director， that a right of entry shall be extinguished in two weeks 
from the time when the proprietor or the company has known his action 
(SS41③， 74③， 147 Comm. Code)， or in one year from the time of it 
(SS41③， 74③， 147，264④ Comm. Code: S 29 L td. Co. Act). The period 
for exc1usion is very short. This is for the reason of both the safety 
of commercial transration and the early settlement of legal relation. 
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(3) Commercial Bargain 
As to sales in general， the general rules of contracts (~~ 521-548 
Civi1 Code) and the provision of“sale" as a form of contracts (~!} 555 
~578 Civi1 Code) are both applied to it， the discussion of which is 
omitted here. 
These provisions， itgoes without saying， are also applied as a 
rule to“commercial bargain or sales" which means continuous， repeated 
and massive transactions between merchants. It is， however， a very 
important and vital problem for a merchant whether he can get or 
miss a business opportunity in his dairy business between merchants. 
Thus in the Commercial Code special provisions are previously ready 
for settling the important matters， whch threaten to give cause to 
troubles between parties concerned， inorder to protect a merchant's 
business opportunity by the early sett1ement of troubles. 
Ci) Deposit or Auction of the Object (Goods) 
When a buyer rufuses the receipt of goods which he bought or 
cannot receive them， in a bargain between merchants， a sel1er can 
deposit them or sel them by auction after having urged the buyer's 
receipt within a reasonable period， and then he must immediately inform 
the buyer of this (!}524① Comm. Code) ， except in case of the goods 
easy to spoi1， when he can sel them by auction without urging a buyer's 
receipt (~524(ID Comm. Code). When a sel1er sel1s the goods by 
auction in accordance to !} 524① and ②， he must deposit the price， 
but he is not prevented from al10ting al or a part of it for his credit 
(~ 524③ Comm. Code). 
(ii) Cancellation of a Fixed Date Bargain 
When one of parties does not perform a contract in spite of the 
passage of a fixed date or the lapse of a fixed period determined by 
the nature of the bargain or the expression of parties' wil1s， and the 
purpose of the contract can not be realized without the performance 
at the fixed time， the contact is regarded as having been cancelled if 
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the other party does not claim its performance at once C~ 525 Comm. 
Code). 
Cii) Duty to Inspect Object and to Notice Defect or Shortage 
When a buyer has received the object of a bargain from his sel1er 
in transactions between merchants， he must inspect it immediately. 
When he has found some defect in quality， or some shortage in quantity 
at the inspection or when he has found some defect in quality within 
six months after the receipt of the object， the spot defection of which 
is difficult to him， he must inform the sel1er of the defect or the 
shortage. 
If he neglects this notice to the sel1er， he cannot claim the can-
cel1ation of the bargain， the reduction of the price or the compensa-
tion for damage on ground of it， except when the sel1er is mala fide 
C~ 526 Comm. Code). 
Civ) Duty to Keep or Deposit the Object 
Even when a buyer has cancel1ed a bargain in accordance to ~ 326 
of the Commercial Code， he must keep or deposit the object at the 
sel1er's expense， and when the object threatens to be ruined or dest-
royed， he must sel1 it by auction with a court's consent to deposit the 
price C~ 527①)， but in this case he must immediately inform the 
sel1er of the auction (~527 ② Comm. Code)， except when business 
offices or present residences in case of non-existence of them of both 
a buyer and the sel1er are located in the same city， town or village 
(~ 527③ Comm. Code). 
The above mentioned provisions (~527 ①~③) are applied corre-
spondingly when the goods differs from his ordered goods delivered to 
him by the sel1er， or when there is an excess in quality of the goods 
received or his order (~528 Comm. Code) ， 
(4) Commercial Liens 
According to the general rule of the Civil Code， a lien is that a 
person in possession of other person's own， when he has some claim 
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to which rise has been given with it， can detain it until the settlement 
of the c1aim， exc巴ptwhen it has not fallen due yet (9295 Civil Code). 
A lien is c1early an effective means to the early settlement of th巴legal
relation between a creditor and a debtor， but the unlimited exercise of 
this lien would heavi1y injure a debtor's interest， so in th巴 CivilCode 
a strict requirement is imposed on the exercise， that a creditor i. e. a 
lien holder must have a c1aim connected with a thing which belongs 
to other and is in his possession. 
But in commercial transaction， above al between merchants， the 
earlier settlement of transaction is necessary for the safety of trans-
action. Thus， in the Commercial Code the following two kinds of 
special liens which are called “commercial liens"， are provided for. 
(i) Lien between Merchants 
9521 of the Commercial Code， a special provision of a lien bet-
ween merchants lightens the requirement in comparison to the above 
civi1 lien and provides that， when a c1aim to which rise has been given 
in base on an act constisuting a commercial transaction (see VI. 2.) to 
both parties between merchants， isdue， a creditor shall be able to 
detain a debtor's thing or negotiable instrument， which he has taken 
possession of by a commercial transaction between he and his debtor， 
unti1 the settlement of his c1aim， unless there is no other expression 
of intention (8521 Comm. Code). 
The requirement of“the connection of a c1aim with a thing in 
possessionぺwhichis required in the civi1 law， islightened; there is 
no need of such a relationship. 
(ii) Special Liens 
This is another kind of“commercial lienぺwhichis allowed only 
to a specific merchant， such as a commercial agent， a commission 
agent or a forwarding agent (!i 51， 557， 562 Comm. Code). 
A commercial agent or a commission agent can detain th巴 goods
or negotiable instruments， which he is in poss巴ssionof for his principal， 
until the sett1ement of his claim to which rise has been given by his 
agency and which is due (9951， 557 Comm. Code). 
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4) Summary 
The above is the statement of th巴 threemajor 1eading princip1es 
of the commercia1 1aw which the interpretation or the 1egis1ation of 
the Commercia1 Code a1ways tries to rea1ize. Among them， especially 
to“the safety and rapidity of commercia1 transaction" many pag閃
have been given， because this princip1e seems the most important of 
these three. 
At any rate these three 1eading princip1es might be said to be the 
natura1 outcome from the intimate re1ation with the pecu1iarity of 
commercia1 transaction， which is to be discussed in the next chapter. 
In recent times it has been new1y advocated by a prevailing 
opinion that new three princip1es shou1d be added: the first is the 
consideration of“socia1 needs"， the second“the commercia1 mora1ity"， 
and the third “the protection of consumers and customers" (see Tanaka， 
S. op. ci t. 62~65). 
Especially， the third new princip1e seems to be worthy of being 
taken into consideration in re1ation to the above mentiond form-con-
tracts， many of whch are onesided1y drafted， and so are in many cases 
harsh to consumers and customers， but beneficia1 to merchants. 
2. Peculiarity and Independence of Commercial Law 
1) Peculiarity of Commercia1 Law 
The pectliarity of commercia1 1aw comes from the pecu1iarity or 
speciality of “enterprise and its transactions (or its activities)." 
Enterprise here means main1y a private enterprise， whether a sole 
proprietor or a body corporate， as a1ready stated (see皿.(2) 2) ; 
further see N 3)) 
As far as the commercia1 1aw in the substantia1 sense is under-
stood as the “1aw of enterprise" which means the 1aw peculiar to 
private enterprise and its activities， the peculiarity of the commercia1 
1aw is that of the 1aw of enterprise (=Unternehmensrecht). There 
are many opinions as to the concept of“enterprise，" as a1ready stated， 
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but if an enterprise as a legal subject to be regulated by the “law of 
enterprise" is limited to the enterprise which is qualified for merchant 
or fictitious merchant (fur出ersee VI. 3)， the requirement for such 
qualification wi1l be most important. 
In ]apanese commercial law a proper merchant or fictitious mer-
chant is defined as a person or a body corporate who carries on a 
stated transaction as business or operation， which is called “commercial 
transaction" (s 501， 502 Comm. Code) or“quasi-commercial transac-
tion (s523 Comm. Code) (further see VI. (2))， and the concept of com-
mercial transaction is the basis of the concept of merchant i. e. 
enterprise (further see VI. (3)). 
In addition， the concept determines the applicable extent of the 
Commercial Code (s 3① Comm. Code) (further see VI.). 
Thus， the peculiari ty of the commercial law could be said to mean 
the peculiarity of enterprise and its activities:① the peculiarity or 
speciali ty of“commercial transaction" or“quasi -commercial transac-
tion"， and ② the peculiarity of life enviornments of enterprise which 
performs such transactions as business. 
It means， incotnparison with the Civil Code， that the activity or 
transaction of an enterprise is standarized， collective， massive， continous 
and planned. From this peculiarity a special regulation is necessary， 
and under the three major leading principes， which have been discussed 
in details， many special provisions against the general rules of the 
Civil Code are provided for. 
In short， while the Commercial Code provides possible conveniences 
for enterprise， and devises the maintenamce and development of enter-
prise， itprotects the interests of users of such enterpise， i. e. con-
sumers， empolyees， cr巴ditorsand the injured -the Code has the func-
tion for the reasonable adjustment of these interests (cf. Tanaka， S.， 
op. cit. 106~7). 
2) Independence of Commercial Law 
The independence of commercial law might be said to be in the 
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relation betw巴enobverse and reverse with the peculiarity. 
Now that the peculiarity of the commercial law has proved to 
be clear from the above discussion， there would be nothing to be said 
about the independence more. 
V. So町 C回 ofCommercil Law 
It is provided in the Commercial Code that the commercial law 
has as the sources of law the following;① the Commercial Code，② 
the commercial practices law， and ③ the Civil Code (cf. ~ 1 Comm. 
Code)， but how far the sources of the commercial law should be 
included correspondes with the extent of the substantial commercial 
law: the generally accepted opinion is that， inaddition to the statutory 
three sources of law above mentioned， special statutes， treaties， 
autonomous law， law of customs and the law of reason are also in-
cluded. Opinion is divided on the question if the case law can be 
included -which is to be discussed later. 
1. Commercial Code 
The Commercial Code is the first source of commercial law， and 
includes several independent statutes separated from the Code such as 
the Bills of Exchange Act， the Check Act， the Limited Company Act， 
the International Marine Transportation of Goods Act， and the self-
governing law such as the bye-law of company. 
2. Commercial Practice Law 
This is the second source of commercial law. The commercial 
practices law can be defined as the law of practices peculiar to enter-
pise and there are two kinds of commercial practices， one of which 
is“commercial practices as law，" and the other is“commercial practice 
as fact." It is a very important， but not easy problem if a commercial 
practice can be acknowledged as law or as mere fact. Commercial 
practice as law needs to be acknowleged as such by the legislation or 
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courts: otherwise， itstil remains commercial practice as a mere fact. 
(see Tanaka & Kita， Commentar General Rules of Commercial Law， 
p.44く1968)).
According to a majori ty of opinion， commercial practice as a mere 
fact can not be recognized as one source of law unless it is supported 
by the general opinion that it is a law， but recently an influential 
opinion opposite to this view has been advocated， that there should be 
no difference between both kinds of commercial practices， because 
commercial practice as fact should be thought a kind of commercial 
practice as law (see Nishihara， K.， op. cit. p. 177 supra note 2)， and 
that there are few practical benefits of the differentiation of“com. 
mercial practice as fact" from “commercial practice as law" except 
th巴differencethat the former has no enforceable effect in case of the 
infringement of an enforcement provision， which means that a violated 
act should be absolutely void， such as ~~ 1 and 90 of the Civil Code， 
while the latter has an enforceable effect even in such a case (see 
Tanaka & Kita， op. cit. 47). 
3. Commercial Case Law 
The case law can be defined as the law which has become acknowle. 
dged as a legal regulation through the same judgements repeated 、by
courts， and the case law proper to enterprise is called“commercial 
case law". As stated above， opinion is divided on the question whether 
this can be recognized as a source of commercial law. The tradi. 
tional opinion denying the independent law source of the case law is 
based on the reason why it can not be recognized as such from the 
view point of the division of power， quite differently from common 
law countries， and the opinion insists that at the utmost it can be 
treated only as a kind of commercial practice law. 
Recently an affirmative opinion has become prevailing gradually， 
according to which the case law might be regarded as an independent 
law.source because of the reason that the division of power is not 
necessarily absolute， and that it does not need the repetition and 
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universality to the same extent as that of commercial law (see 
Nishihara， op. cit. p. 184; Tanaka， S.， op. cit. p. 121)， though there are 
very few cases in which it was acknowledged as a source of law. 
4. Law of Commercial Reason 
The law of reason means a principle or a rule suitable to the 
natural way that a legal relation in question should be. The law of 
reason proper to enterprise can be cal!ed “the commercial law of 
reason"， which is distinguished from the general law of reason. 
On the question if the law of reason can be recognized as a 
source of law opinion is likewise divided， and a great majority of 
opinion is negative， but an inf1uential view affirms it， insisting that 
the commercial law of reason should be preferential!y applied as a 
source of law through the analogical application of !i 1 of the Com-
mercial Code - such as the wel!-established rule in accounting that 
balance sheet must be true， or the standing rul巴sof the Parliament 
which can be made a supplementary source of law to the business in 
the general meeting of a company， as far as a provision in the Com-
mercial Code is imperfect or the actual effectiveness and importance 
of a provion is lost， or insisting that the application of such a law of 
reason should be al!owed within a reasonable extent in the interpreta-
tion of a provision (see Tanaka & Fukuoka， Ilustrated General Rules 
of Commercial Law and Law of Commercial Transaction， p.24ff.). 
5. Civil Code 
The Civil Code is applied with priority only in case that there is 
no provision or rule to be applied in the Commercial Code or that 
there is no commercial practice law to be applied. As there are very 
few cases where the commercial case law or the law of commercial 
reason is applied as a source of commercial law， even though they are 
recognized as such， the Civil Code is usual!y applied as the third 
source of law. 
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VI. Applicable Extent of Commercial Law 
1. Object of Commercial Law 
The Commercial Code is applied to“commercial affairs" (Shδji) 
(Cf. n Comm. Code). It must be theoretically determined what 
constitutes the commercial affairs， because there is no provision that 
defines it in the Code. From the view point of the theory of“enter-
prise law" the concept is substantially thought to mean al the matters 
or affairs which are proper to“enterprise"，but the concrete contents 
or extent should be decided formally in accordance to the Commercial 
Code. In the Code there seems to exist two practical standards by 
which an act or action constitutes a commercial affair， so the Code 
can be applied to it: one is the legal concept of so-called “commercial 
transaction" (Bandelsgeschaft)， and the other that of“merchant". 
Further explanation of each of these two standards would be necessary. 
2. Concept of Commercial Transaction 
(Handelsgeschaf t) 
What kind of an act or a transaction constitutes so明called“com-
mercial transactionヘthatis， what is the concept of it is a most 
important question for the understanding of ]apanese commercial law， 
because， as already stated， ifan act constitutes a commercial transac-
tion for the doer and the other perty， or either of both parties， the 
Commercial Code is preferentially applied to it (s 3 Comm. Code) ， while 
the Civil Code is only applied supplementally， so that the legal effect 
does differ so much. In short it must be noted that the concept of 
“commercial transaction" is the first and basic standard for the appli-
cation of the Commercial Code. 
Three kinds of commercial transactions are provided for in the 
Code:ー
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① absolute commercial transaction (s 501 Comm. Code) 
② relative commercial transaction (s 502 Comm. Code) 
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③ ancillary commercial transaction (s 503 Comm. Code) 
The first and the second commercial transactions are called “the 
fundamental or basic commercial transactionぺbecausethey are the 
fundamental standard for determing the qualification of a merchant 
(s 4 Comm. Code). 
1) Absolute Commercial Transaction 
The comm巴rcialtransaction prescribed in S 501 of the Code is com-
posed of the following four kinds of transactions， each one of which 
is thought to be extremely profit-making or speculative in the nature， 
so that they always constitute a commercial transaction， whoever does 
it， or even if it is done only once. 
This provision as well as S 502 (discussed next) seems have been 
intended to secure the freedom of business by making it easier for 
anyone to get the qualification for a merchantー itcould be said to 
be a legal-political provision. 
(a) Speculative Purchase and Its Performanc巴
This means the acquisition of goods， real estate or negotiable in-
strument for value with the intention to get a profit from the 
transfer， and the transfer of such a thing acquired to a thrid party 
(s 501 Comm. Code) Ordinary buying-in and sel1ing-out of goods by 
a merchant belongs to a typical example， but it should be noted that， 
even if a non-merchant does this kind of transaction only once， such 
a transaction constitutes an absolute commercial transaction， so that 
the Commercial Code is applicable to it. 
The purchase of raw materials and the sale of the products or 
the procceded goods by a manufacturer or a process-manufacturer 
constitute this， and the manufacturer or the process-manufacturer is 
qualified for a merchant through carrying on this kind of commercial 
trausaction as a business. 
(b) Speculative Sale and Its Performance 
This means the contract for the supply of goods or negotiable 
instrument to be acquired from others， and the acquisition for value 
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of such a thing for the purpose of its performance (~501 ② Comm. 
Code) . 
The second i tem of S 501 lacks the phrase “with the intention to 
get a profit.. "， but it is natural that it should be read in the same 
way as if the phrase existed， from the view point of the balance with 
the first item. 
This speculative sale is just opposite from the above speculative 
purchase， and means“selling ahead， buying later." A merchant usually 
carries on both kinds of transactions. A typical example is a manu-
facturer of ordered products or a seller of ordered goods. 
(c) Transaction in Exchange 
This means sales in stock exchange or goods exchange. This kind 
of transaction is only permitted to a member merchant of such an in-
stitute. 
(d) Acts regarding Draft， Note or Other Commercial Papers 
The fourth item provides that an act regarding a negotiable in-
strument such as draft， promissory note or other commercial papers 
constitutes an absolute commercial transaction. The phrase “an act 
regarding a negotiable instrument.. " means such an act as is mad巴
on an instrument itself， such as drawing (or making)， acceptance， 
indorsement or guarantee. Thus， even if such an act is done by a non-
merchant and only once， it is always an absolute commercial trausac-
tion. Next it is a question what kinds of negotiable instruments the 
phrase“other commercial papers" inc1udes. Some opinion says that it 
means negotiable instruments dealt with as a kind of goods in their 
transaction， but other opinion says that it means negotiable instruments 
which embody the c1aims to the payment of money， the delivery of 
goods or other instrument， or the presentation of service (see Tanaka， 
S.， op. ci t. p.142). 
(e) Besides the above four kinds of transactions， another one is 
the underwriting of trust under the Secured Debenture Bond Trust 
Act or the total amounts of debenture bond (s 3 SDBTA). 
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2) Relative (or Business) Commercial Trausaction 
This kind of transaction does not constitute a commercial trans-
action unti1 it is carried on as a business i.e. continously and repeatedly 
(~502 Comm. Code)， because differently from absolute commercial 
transaction， ithas less profitability al1 the more because of less risk 
or danger， but there is one exception that it does not constitute a 
commercial transaction even if it is carried on as a business when it 
is done by those who manufactur something or give their services only 
with the intention to get a wage. 
The reason is that a business， i.e.“enterpriee" needs a given 
personel and material equipments: without such personal and material 
means any business or enterprise would not be worthy of existing as 
so・called“en terprise". 
(a) Speculative Lease and Its Performance 
This means the acquisition for value or the hire of goods or real 
estate with the intention to lease， and the lease of such a thing acqiur巴d
or hired to a third person(s 502① Comm. Code). 
Lease industries of al kinds belong to this example. 
(b) Manufacture or Process-manufacture for Others' sak巴
This means the manufacture or the process-manufacture at the 
expense of others (~502 ② Comm. Code). A good example is a manu-
facturer who manufactures “brought-in materials" or a process-
manufacturer who processes“brought-in materials"， such as a tailor， a 
dressmaker， a repairer， or a process-manufacturer of foods. 
(c) Supply of Electricity or Gas 
This means the supply of electricity by water-power generation or 
natural gas (~502 ③ Comm. Code). Electricity by steam-power 
generation or coal gas is exc1uded， because the supply of this kind of 
electricity or gas constitutes an absolute commercial transaction (Cf. 
~ 501① Comm. Code)， which means the purchase of raw-materials for 
sale of products manufactured or processed. 
(d) Transportation 
This means a transporting contract by which a forwarding agent 
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accepts the transportation (@ 502④ Comm. Code) ， and inc1udes every 
kind of transportation， whether land， marine or air transportation. 
(e) Contract for Work or Supply of Labour 
A contracting business is a typical example (~502 ⑤ Comm. Code)， 
but the supply of labour by a private person or agency is prohibited 
by the Labour Union Act for the protection of labourer. 
(f) Undertaking of Publication， Printing or Photographing 
Publisher， newspaper， printer or photographer belongs to this (@ 502 
⑥ Comm. Code). 
(g) Business of Entertainment Hall (@ 502⑦ Comm. Code) 
(h) Banking Business (@ 502③ Comm. Code) 
(i) Insurance Business (@ 502⑨ Comm. Code) 
(j) Deposition Business (~502 ⑩ Comm. Code) 
(k) Brokerage or Agency (@ 502⑪ Comm. Code) 
(1) Undertaking of Agency of Commercial Transaction (@ 502⑬ 
Comm. Cod巴)
At any rate two kinds of commercial transactions above mentioned 
are the standard of the qualification for a merchant， so they are 
generally called “fundamental or basic commercial transaction". 
3) Ancil1ary Commercial Transaction 
This kind of commercial transaction is quite different from the 
above fundamental commercial transaction， and means various tran-
sactions that a person or a body corporate who already got the qualifi-
cation for a merchant performs for his business (@ 503① Comm. Code). 
The phrase“various transactions... for his business" means that 
it includes al transactions which are objectively thought necessary for 
the maintenance and conveniences of his business; for example① the 
purchase of raw materials or other goods，② the purchase of real 
estates for his factory or office，③ the raising of working or other 
funds，④ the employment of employees etc. 
But in some cases it is very difficult to decide if an act of a 
merchant was performed for his business， so ~ 503 of the Commercial 
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Code provides at the second subsection that any act that a merchant 
performs shall be assumed to be for his business (8 503② Comm. 
Code). The other party with whom a merchant deals is protected by 
this subs巴ction. This assumption， of course， can be upset by producing 
coun ter -evidence. 
Even if an act done by a merchant is for his business it is only 
an act or action regarding property rights which constitutes an ancil-
lary commercial transaction. 
4) Quasi -Commercial Trancaction 
This is not a commercial transaction in the proper sense of the 
word， but it is treated as an act corresponding to a commercial 
transaction by the Commercial Code， so that those provisions applicable 
to proper commercial transactions are applied correspondingly to it 
(8523 Comm. Code). 
This kind of commercial transaction is performed or carried on by 
so-called “fictitious merchant" which is to be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
3. Concept of Merchant 
There are two kinds of merchants who are acknowledged as a legal 
subject of enterprise in the Commercial Code: one is a merchant in 
the proper sense of the word (called“proper merchant" or" Koyu・no・
shonin")， and the other a merchant in the fictitious sense of the word 
(called“fictitious merchant" or“Gisei -shonin") . Each of them is 
discussed here. 
1) Proper 1derchant 
A proper merchant can be divided into the following two kinds of 
merchants: a proprietor as a personal merchant， who is called“personal 
enterprise，" and the other is a merchant in the legal from of a partner-
ship or a body corporate which is called “joint enterprise." 
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(a) Sole Proprietor as Personal Enterprise 
The definition of a m巴rchantin the proper sense of the word is 
prescribed in ~ 4 of the Commercial Code， that a man who carries on 
a commercial transaction (cf. ~ 501， 502) as a business in his own name 
shall be qualified for a merchant (~4 ① Comm. Code). For better 
understanding further explanation would be needed. There are at least 
two important questions in the interpretation of this provision， about 
which some more discussion wi1 be needed. 
The phrase “a commercial transation" means the above mentioned 
“fundamental transaction"， which is composed of two kinds of com-
mercial transactions， i.e. absolute commercial transaction and relative 
commercial transaction. Especially the latter， as alr巴adystated， can 
not be a commercial transaction until the continous and repeated 
performame of it as a business， so anyone who carries on this kind of 
commercial transaction can have the qualification for a merchant 
automatically. 
The phrase“in his own name" should not be literally interpr巴ted.
It means“on his own responsibility"; in other words it means that the 
man becomes a legal subject of rights and obligations， and it does not 
matter whether he uses his own name or some other person's name 
such as his wife's name. 
(b) Merchant as ]oint Enterprise 
]oint enterprise can be said to be a legal form in which more 
than two persons carry on a common undertaking with their contribu-
tion of money or some other property to it. 
This form can be roughly divided into two different kinds of 
forms， one of which is the form of“partnership" and the other of 
which is the form of“company" (a body corporate). 
The former， moreover， can be c1assified into quit巴 differenttwo 
types of parterships: one is a partnership prescribed in the Civil Code， 
and the other is a partnership prescribed in the Commercial Code， 
which is called “anonymous association" or“Tokumei-kumiai". 
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(1) Civil Partnership 
This is a partnership which is provided in the Civil Code， and it 
is defined to be an agreement among partners by which each partner 
carries on a common business with his contribution to it (~667 Civil 
Code). The general rules as to the inside and outside legal relation of 
a partnership are provided in the Civil Code (~~ 667~688 Civil Code)， 
which are not discussed here. 
As far as a partnership carries on a commercial transaction (Cf 
~~ 501， 502 so-called fundamental commercial transaction) as the main 
object of its common business， itcan have the qualification for a 
merchant， so "that the above mentioned special provisions applicable to 
a commercial transaction (see N.) are naturally applied to such a 
partnership's acts or actions. For example， ifa partnership borrows 
its working fund from a bank， such a borrowing of money constitutes 
an ancillary commercial transaction for the partnership， that is， al the 
partners， and a provision of the Commercial Code is applied to it， so 
that the repayment of borrowed money is a joint and several liability 
to al of the partners (~511 ① Comm. Code. see N. 1. 3) (a)⑤) . 
(2) Commercial Partnership 
This is a partnership provided in the Commercial Code， the formal 
name of which is“anonymous association"， and the legal regulations 
against which are provided in the Commercial Code. Anonymous 
association is defined to be an agreement by which one of the parties 
participates in the profits derived from the business of the other 
party， to which he contributes money (~535 Comm. Code). 
This form of enterprise is formally a personal proprietor， i. e. a 
personal merchant， but it can be said to be substantially a kind of joint 
enterprise， because two parties concerned exist; one is a proprietor 
and the other is a sleeping or si1ent partner， whose number is not 
limited. 
Therefore， there are two aspects in this association just like other 
joint enterprises: one is the inside legal relation between a proprietor 
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and a sleeping partner， and the other is the outside legal relation 
between a proprietor and the third party. In the former a sleeping 
partner has a claim for profit-sharing (~538 Comm. Code)， and a right 
to exercise survei1lance over the proprietor's business (~~ 542， 153 
Comm. Code)， and in the latter a proprietor carries on his business 
on his own responsibility， and a sleeping partner has no legal relation 
with a third party (3536 Comm. Code)， and his liability is limited 
(~~ 541， 150 Comm. Code). 
(3) Commercial Company 
Company is roughly divided into the following two kinds of com-
pames: 一
① commercial company 
② civil company 
The regulations as to companies are provided in the article 2 of the 
Commercial Code (~~ 52~500 Comm. Code). “Company" is defined in 
~~ 52 and 54 of the Code and @ 1 of the Limited Company Act to be a 
body corporate which is established for the purpose of carrying on a 
commercial transaction (Cf. ~~ 501， 502 Comm. Code) as a business. 
Companies belonging to this kind are generally called “commercial 
companies" . 
The following are al companies in this sense:一
① unlimited partnership (s~ 62~ 145 Comm. Code) 
② limited partnership (~~ 146~ 164 Comm. Code) 
③ joint stock company (~~ 165~500 Comm. Code) 
④ limited company (~~ 1~89 Limit. Co. Act) 
In ]apanese Company Law ①and ②are“an incorporated company"， 
which must be distinguished from the above mentioned “partnership" 
in the Civil Code， because a partnership is not usually granted a legal 
personality. The further explantation of each company is to be dis-
cussed in the part 2 of this paper. 
2) Fictitious Merchant 
“Fictitious merchant" is not a proper merchant who carries on a 
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commercial transaction as a business. This concept or system was 
newly estab!ished in the amendment of 1938 for the purpose of the 
expansion of the app!icable extent of the Commercial Code: until then 
the Commercial Cod巴hadtaken the traditonal position that the concept 
of merchant was based only upon the concept of commercial transaction 
(Cf. ~~ 501，502 Comm. Code) ， the contents of which are never changeable， 
so that the Commercial Code before the amendment (old Code) had 
been of no use to a new type of business which appeared in the business 
world， but did not constitute any one of commercial transactions provided 
for in the Code. 
Thus， a new concept of merchant was introduced into the Code by 
this amendment， following the New Commercial Code of Germany 
(=neues Handelsbuch)， in which the concept of merchant is based upon 
the personal and material scale of business， not the concept of com-
mercial transaction. The amended Commercial Code (the existing 
Code) expanded the concept of merchant， and added to the traditional 
concept of merchant on the basis of the concept of commercial transac-
tion a new concept of merchant， i. e.“fictitious merchant". 
This new type of merchant can be divided into the following 
two: 
① fictitious merchant as a personal proprietor (!3 4② Comm. 
Code) 
② civi1 company (!3 52② Code; !31 Limited Co. Act) which 
is opposed to“commercial company". 
(a) Fictitious Merchant as a Sole Proprietor 
The definition of“fictitious merchant" can be found in the subsec-
tion 2 of !3 4 that provides as follows; any person who sells goods as 
a business by means of a shop or some other similiar equipment or 
who is engaged in a mining industry shall be regarded as a merchant 
even though he carries on a non-commercial transaction as a business 
(H② Comm. Code). 
The tradi tional concept of commercial transaction did not include 
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(stil does not) industries of natural resources such as agriculture， 
forestry， marine product industry or mining industry， notwithstanding 
that a great scale of material equipments and man powers are n巴cessary
for these industries. 
The amended Code， as already stated， added a new subsection (94 
②) to 9 4 of the Code from th巴 standpoint of a new concept of 
merchant in order to regulate them. Thus the applicable extent of 
the Code was expanded to be able to regulate a non-proper merchant 
who carries on a profit-making transaction except a commercial 
transaction as a business by use of a stated equipment. 
(b) Civil Company 
The concept of“civil company" is in contrast with that of“com-
mercial company": while the latter is another name given to a proper 
company， the object of whose business is to carry on a commercial 
transaction， the former is another name given to a non句propercompany. 
Civil company is defined to be a corporate judicial person esta-
bli~hed for profit making which i5 regarded as a company by the Com-
mercial Code， though it does not perform a commercial transaction 
(Cf. 99501， 502 Comm. Code) as a business (952② Comm. Cod巴;91
Ltd Co. Act). 
This is one of the above mentioned fictitious merchants， and was 
newly established by the 1938 Amendment to expand the applicable 
extent of the Commercial Code; thus many of non-proper companies 
have come under the regulation of the Code， such as information 
service companies， consumer credit companies except banks or other 
companies carrying on new businesses. 
The legal forms of civi1 company are the same as those of com-
mercial company. 
4. Summary 
The above is the statement of both concepts of commercial trans-
action and merchant， which are the standard by which to determin巴
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the applicable extent of the Commercial Code. 
In short， itcan be summarized that， while the concept of com-
mercial transaction， especially “fundamental commercial transaction" 
(Cf. ~~ 501， 502 Comm. Code) is the basical standard of the qualifica-
tion for a merchant， it is the standard to determine the applicable 
extent of the Commercial Code， because the Code is appli巴das a rule 
to both parties when an act constitutes a commercial transaction (Cf. 
~~ 501， 502 and 503 Comm. Code) for either of them， except when there 
is a special provision in the Code which provides that its application 
is limited only to a commercial transaction for both parties. 
Therefore， incase of the absolute commercial transaction the Code 
is applied to even a transaction between non-merchants as far as it 
constitites this kind of commercial transaction (Cf. ~ 3 Comm. Code) ， 
and in case of the relative commercial transaction (~502 Comm. Code) 
the Code is appplied as a rule to whoever performs it since he is 
always qualified for a merchant. 
When the applicable extent of the Code is determined on the basis 
of the concept of commercial transaction， the anci1lary commercial 
transaction (~303 Comm. Code) and the quasi-commercial transaction 
(~523 Comm. Code) are both very important: th巴 formercomes into 
existence when巴vera merchant， whether he is a proper merchant or a 
fictitious merchant， does an act or action for the sake of or in rela司
tion to， his business， and the latter comes into existence only when a 
fictitious merchant， whether he is a personal proprietor or a body 
corporat巴， carries on a non-commercial transaction as a business， and 
the Code is applied to both kinds of transactions. 
VlI. Conclusion 
In common law countries the concept of “commercial law'‘has no 
special and fixed contents， and the division or classification of law is 
also based rather on no more than legal educational or some other 
conveniences， so that the contents of it are inclined to be subject to 
a writer's or a lecturer's subj巴ctivityor judgement. For example， 
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the contents of some subjects seemingly belonging to“commercial law" 
which are provided in several law schools in Anstralia are following:一
In the Melbourne Law School no special subject of “commercial 
law" can b巴found，but instead two subjects of “Banking and Negotiable 
Instruments" and “Company Law 1 & 2" are provided. The contents 
of the former are composed of① the banking system incJuding banker-
customer relationship，② the law of negotiable instruments，③ the law 
applicable to credit cards and other means for the dischrge of obliga-
tions through banks and ④ banker's commercial credits etc.， and the 
contents of“Company Law 2" is the regulations of securities industry. 
In ANU Law School four subjects belonging to the commercial 
law are provided:“Commercial Law" (① agency，② sale of goods，③ 
consumer credit)，“Banking Law" (① the law of negotiable instru-
ments，② the relationship of banker and customer，③ securi ties for 
advances)，“Business Association" (① the fundamental legal principles 
applicable to various forms of organization，② corporate theory and 
the law of partnership，③ the legal position of sole proprietors and 
unincorporated association) and “Company Law" (① the law of forma-
tion， operation and liquidation of companies，② the small business and 
the family company). 
In Monash Law School three subjects are provided:“Commercial 
Finance" (① various forms of lending used by banks，② the rights 
and remedies of lender and borrower，③ the legal frame work of 
capital markets，④ the concept of security and different forms of 
collateral) ，“Banking Law" (① the contract of banker and customer， 
② the cardinal principles of negotiable instrument，③ the payment and 
collection of cheques，④ giro and effective money transfers，⑤ the 
typical devices such as cheques， credi t cards and trevell巴r'sch巴ques)， 
and 
th凶eindividuals of the gro叩up，② therights inter se of the members， 
and the rights and Jiabilities of the company，③ the methods of joining 
and leaving the company，④ the restrictions by the law upon those 
controJling the affairs of the company). 
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To the contrary in ]apan， as already stated， the commercial law 
has its own proper system and legal area which are based upon the 
special and independent legal princeples diff巴rentfrom those of other 
laws， especially the civil law. 
Therefore， this is naturally ref1ected in the curriculum of law 
schools: the commercial law is usually divided into four subjects， 
each contents of which are following:一
Commercial Law 1 -General Rules of the Commercial Law and 
the Law of Commercial Transactions 
Commercial Law 2 -the Law of Company 
Commercial Law 3 -the Law of Negotiable Instruments and 
Other Commercial Papers 
Commercial Law 4 -the Law of Insurance and the Mari time 
Commercial Law 
This division of the commercial law is not subject to a voluntary 
change of lecturer as a rule. 
The end. 
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